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Phased Array Theory and Technology 

INTRODUCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OK IDEALIZED \HK\VS 

I.I       liilnHliiclion 

1 
The review paper by Stark   summarized developments in the theory and tech- 

nology of phased arrays through 1974.    In addition to a presentation of fundamental 

considerations in infinite array theorj  and the phenomenon called arraj  "blindness' 

Stark'S review included detailed descriptions of phasing circuits and array feed 

networks. 

Major changes in array technology since 1974 might have been expected.    It 

was not generally expected that emphasis throughout these intervening years would 

be on small,  special purpose arrays and not large,  ground based radar arrays.   It 

was also not generally expected that in 1981 array technology would face so many 

new ch< llenges as to require theoretical and practical developments of a most 

fundamental kind, 

i nfortunately, this greatly expanded need for arraj technology is not the re- 

sult of past successes,   for arrays have not been fielded m great numbers.     This 

failure was the theme of a recent workshop sponsored by the Naval Research 
2 

Laboratories   that sought to draw out new innovative arras  research with the goal 

(Ueceived for publication aO ,liil\   I'.'HO 

1.   Stark,  L.  (1974) Microwave theory of phased arra^ antennas-\ review,  llii:i. 
I'roe. ,  S2(No.   12):1661- 1701. 

_'.   \Mute, ,1.1'. (1981) Phased array technology workshop,   9-10 Sept, N. R. L. 
Washington. D.i., Microwave Journal, 24(No.  2):l6-28. 



of developing high performance,  low cost radar arrays,     fhe reason for this failure 

is that the cost of phased arrays has continued to bo tar in excess of the initial 

optimistic prediction of an ultimate cost per array element of tens of dollars. 
2   3 

Array cost estimates based upon existing' technology snow that arrays still cost 

hundreds of dollars per element,   although there now  appears to be some  reason to 

hope .'or relief.    Growth in array technology has been slowed primarily because of 

its cost. 

The present needs for expanded arrav  research,   development,   and production 

are due to increasing demands for higher performance systems.    These include 

the need for ague beam tactical radars to acquire and track more targets than 

possible with reflector antennas,  the need for defense against military counter- 

measures using beam agility,   deterministic and adaptive pattern control,   and the 

need for conformal scanning antennas  for high performance aircraft and missiles. 

Since arrays are expensive,  it is a practical fact that they are selected only when 

conventional mechanical systems cannot adequately do the job; and th     is true of 

each of the new applications.    There is such an abundance of difficult requirements 

for ground based,  aircraft and even satellite radar and communications that one 

cannot but imagine a revolution coming in the technology to fill these needs.    One 

of the goals of this review is to summarize the present state of theory and technology, 

and to estimate how  each must  advance to servo this revolution. 

Substantial advances have taken place since the early  1970's even though array- 

cost has not declined.     Major developments m theorv   include analytical studies of 

a w nie variety of elements,  solutions for large arrays,  contributions to the under 

standing of edge effects and array "blindness",  advances in synthesis and m adap- 

tive optimization of patterns,  and error analysis.    Technological developments 

include great advances in components,   phase shifters and feed networks,   and m 

b.-oadband subarraying.    In addition,   many nev  elements have been developed, 

most notably microstrip  tnd stripline elements for lightweight and conformal 

arrays.    Finally, there have been dramatic strides in the implemontation ol 

tive control to optimize array  signal-to-noise  ratio for  receivi   arrays,   and ill 

active t r.oismit - receiv e module development. 

Surely one can anticipate even greater advances throughoul the  ! 'BO -■.    Mono- 

lithic thin and thick film technology  is being developed toda\   ind shoi Id finalh  he- 

gin to bring about the cost reductions promised In  automatic processes.     Fhese 

developments will include techniques fit' array and phase shifti r manufacture,  and 

,.!se fully active monolithic modules.    Microprocessors have been proposed tie- 

use at each phased element to redi'ce cabling necessary  for phase shifter settings. 

1.    horstet-,   '   .   and Garrett,   TU.   in',4)   \  i'focedure lor l.stimatui^ •■.     ■ 
of Ciroun 1-Uased Phased (\rra\   Kadar Svstemsi   \erospace Kept. 
Tök-OOrJ f-i-liU-öüM. "~ '  
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Time delay  devices have traditionally been switched lines,  but present research 

points to coming availability of variable time delay control using magnetic delay 

lines.    Fully digital array processing is now applicable to sonar systems    and to 

some narrow band communicr.tion systems, but the advance of gigabit logic may 

make fully digital processing feasible for adaptive and deterministK" control of 

large, wide band arrays.    Each of these advances brings its own promise, but each 

must operate within the constraints of a radiating electromagnetic system,  and this 

is the reason for emphasizing fundamental electromagnetic bounds and limits 

throughout this paper. 

In writing this paper 1 have de-emphasized large array theory,  partly because 

it was so thoroughly covered by Stark    and partly to highlight the large variety of 

array types and functions that will address future needs.    In addition there are a 

number of important topics that he only mentioned peripherally that deserve sepa- 

rate,  detailed review.    In this category are adaptive arrays and active transnnt- 

reeeive modules. 

One goal of this survey is to ill ist rate the vast collection of array types and 

the distinction between them,   hut the main goal of the paper is to emphasize those 

array parameters that control important characteristics required of future arrays. 

For example, to address the future need for dramatically lowered sidelobes and 

deep,   wide band pattern nulls,  the paper addresses such fundamental issues as 

constrained null depths,  feed network design and element pattern ripple to provide 

design data for system development.    Fundamental limits to bandwidth,  maximum 

scan angle,  minimum number of control elements and minimum sidelobe level are 

among the arras parameters discussed, and necessary to the process of system 

selection. 

The remainder of Section 1 deals with characteristics of idealized antenna 

arrays,  and is tutorial in nature but outlines those properties and bounds that can 

he predicted b\ this simplest theory.    Fhe section covers colliniation, pattern 

shape, beamwidth, directivity, grating lobes, pattern synthesis and null bounds, 

bandwidth and subarraving. 

Section ~ introduces the mure formal array theory,  specifically applied to 

finite  irrays, and outlines methods for solution of general »lasses of array prob- 

lems,    fhi    -■< ction also discusses active element patterns far finite and infinite 

arrays   mi concludes with a discussion of Hi.' problems ttd with scam 

an  irraN U om zenith to end fire. 

4. Sethares.  J.f.. Owens, .I..M.. and Smith. C.V.  (1980) MS» nondispersive, 
electronicalh tunable time delav elements    Kiectromes 1 .etters, 
l6(No.  22):825-826. 

5. Barton,  !'.  ili'üO» Uigit d beamforming for radar,  iKK Proc., 
127.  i't.   I (No.  ■lrJ'a.-.,."7.   

I i 
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Section 3 discusses the practical aspects of array development,  array errors, 

phase shifter quantization,   selections of array elements including new microstrip 

and stripline elements,  and the choice of components for arrays including feed 

networks,  polarizers,  and phase shifters. 

Section 4 surveys current technology with emphasis on low sidelobes,  con- 

formal and low profile antennas,  antennas for limited sector coverage,  and wide- 

band array feeds.    To aid designers,  there is an attempt to give the performance 

limits of each system. 

Many of the topics are necessarily treated in only a cursory manner,   so it is 

fortunate that there is a vast literature of texts, journals,  and topical symposia 

that deal with aspects of array antennas.    Several recent issues of journals deal 
19 20 21 2';>23 

with antenna arrays      and microstrip, "    conformal,       and adaptive     '   '   arrays. 
24 

In addition a recent Proceedings Tutorial Review paper      by Gabriel addresses 

the theory of adaptive arrays. 

1.2     The Idealized Array 

Many of the properties of practical array antennas are apparent from a de- 

tailed consideration of idealized arrays.    For such a general array of radiators as 

shown in Figure 1,  the electric field is given by the sum of radiated fields af each 

of the elements.    Each element at position (x.,y.,z.) is excited by a complex weight- 
i'ii J B 

ing a. and radiates with a vector element pattern f.(ö,o) so that the total radiated 

field is given by: 

E(r) =   K S 
1 

-Jkjr-rj 

r (6 ,o) a. 
i i 

(1) 

u ne re 

F. I   = % (x-x.)2 + (y -v.)2 + 
i ' i ■     ' i 

(z-z.) 
1 

In the far field this term can be approximated by 

r - r.I   a   R 
i o (2) 

where 

(Due to the large number of references cited above,  they will not be listed here. 
See References,  page 115.) 
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\   U    ■    V   V    ■    7   COS   (' 

7       x K.  ■  v V.  :   z Z. 
i i i i 

K is a complex consta 

k     27;/A 

and 

u      sin (' cos 0 

v =  sin 9 sin 0 

are the direction cosines. 

P(X Y,Z) 

Figure 1.   Generalized Array Coordinates 

The total field is thus written 

e"jkRo  v )-- PX 

^V^     i       '   ' 
(3) 

13 



The vector element patterns f, are in general,  different,  even in an array of like 

elements.    The difference is seldom planned,  but usually results from the inter- 

action between individual elemenis ami the array edge.    For purposes of this 

discussion we will assume thai they are alike in an idealized array. 

I. 2. 1      COl LIMATION 

The usual purpose of an array is to form a beam at some specific angle in 

ill fi 

jkf, 

spaee (6n, 0^).    This can be done at all frequencies by choosing the excitation 

a,   =     a.     e '      0   ^     a.     e 
ii i 

(4) 

with pn given by  Eq.   (2) using 0. and o,, in the direction cosine expressions.    At 

such a point,   the fully collimated beam field strength is a simple vector summation 

of the element patterns weighted by the amplitudes    a. i. 

E0(r)       K 
'0        i 

fi('Vv !iv (5) 

and if the element patterns T. are equal and isotropic {\T.\       1) this  is the largest 

possible value of the field K(r) for any given H    in the far field.    Selection of the 

excitations of Eq.  (4) is understood intuitively by considering that the projected 

distance to tin- observer at (H,,.   t*   ,  0.) is different for each array element  by the 
u       0        U 

length f, in figure  1.    Removal of this path length difference will eause the con- 

tributions  from each element to add in-phase in the far field.    The envelope of 
i     i 

coefficients  la.!  is the array illumination,  and is tin' primary determinant of the 
i 

radiated stdelobe levels,  just as it is for aperture antennas. 

Applying signals of the form of Eq.   (4) is called time delay steering because 

the phase of the excitation signals exactly compensates for the time delay of a 

signal travelling the projected distances f..    Time delay steering results in a fully 

collimated beam at all frequencies,  but is extremely expensive and bulky,   for it 

depends upon switching relatively long delay lines.    For this reason true time delay 

is not often used tu the array element level,  but more commonly incorporated into 

the feed circuits of arrays divided into subarrays.    Examples of subarray excita- 

tion tire described in later sections. 

Alternatively, at some fixed frequency f , with wavelength A and wave number 

k = 2 i? / .> , purely phase weighting can be substituted for the time delay steering. 

In such case the weighting  factors a. are: 

14 



a. I   e 
i 

■JkoVpo 

k0=   2,IX0 

and 

-jkR 

E0(r)   .K-^ 
0   v-,   , +j r. •   (k p   -  k. p^) 

£   la.lf.{0.0)   e       l 0    Ü 
(6) 

which represents exact collimation only at fixed frequencies A = An,   and is called 

phase steering.    Most arrays are phase steered,  but when wide operating band- 

widths are required it may be necessary to investigate options for time delay at 

the subarray level. 

Several examples of array collimation are given below for the arrays of Fig- 

ure 2.    Note m and n are half integers,  ±   1/2, to ± (Ny-D     . ,   (Nx-1) ■ or ± 

Periodic column array in one plane: 

r     = xX      = x md  ; u.   =   cos Ö „ 
m m x     0 0 

Steering Excitation: 

- j k. m d    u„ 
II        -0        x   0 a      =     a        e 

m m 

Radiation Pattern: 

-- K        "•|k l;0  V i        I 
E{r) =  — c U   L f     tt},ü)    a     I R m 

m d    (Ku - k„ u   ) 
x 0    0 (7) 

Periodic Two Dimensional Arra 

r       =  x m d   + v nd 
mn x     ■       v 

Steering Excitation 

a        =   \&       I  e mn mn 

- i k- (md   u_ ^ n d   \ „) 0 x    0 \     0 

Radiation Pattern 

-j k R lÜ jlmd (ku-k0u )+nd (kv-k0v0)] 
E(r)     K —r,    L     i Ö.u     a e 

H0        m.n   mn (8) 

15 
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D D D^D D D »> 
 -A  o, U  

A. ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY 

O O O O-1- 
—y "«A— 

o o o o 
ß.   TOD DIMENSIOIJAL RECTANGULAR GRID ARRAY 

Figure 2.    Linear. 
Planar and Circular 

x Arrays 

0 
tfp^^ 

C. SECTOR OF CIRCULAR ARRAY 

Circular Array Section: 

The circular array section of Kigure - is another characteristic array shap< 

that requires a simple regular excitation vector to form a beam in the principal 
plane (6 , 0* 

r     -  x a eos Ö     + y a sin Ö    , L, - \ cos 6 + v sin 9 

It, 



Steering Excitation 

jk. cos (0n-e   ) J   0 0       m a      =   | a       e 
m m 

= m A i 

Radiation pattern 

K       JkRn   V E(?) = — e 0  LT    (9) 
ja[kcos (Ö -em) - k0 cos (dQ-9m)] 

(9) 

In each of the above cases the phase steered beam collimation is changed to 
2 71 time delayed collimation by substituting k - ~ for the phase steered term 

o       A0 

1. 2. 2      CHARACTERISTICS OF FINITE PLANAR ARRAYS; 
PATTERN SHAPE,   BEAMWIDTH,  GRATING LOBES 
AND LATTICE SELECTION 

The quality of the beam formed by an array is measured by a number of 

factors.    Chief among these arc the directivity,  beamwidth and sidelobe level of 

the array pattern,  and the bandwidth over which satisfactory radiation character- 

istics can be obtained. 

The directivity is the ratio of power density at t he peak of the main beam 

(r = r  ) to the average power density,  or in terms of Eq.  (1) 

D 
K(r0)K    (r0) 

-r— f      (     F.{r) E (r) sin 0 du do 
4" ■ 0 ' 0 

;io) 

The integral over 9 is often carried only to f/2   for most planar arrays with a 

ground screen,  as it is assumed that radiation is negligible for ('> n/2. 

Eq.   (1) can be reduced to much simpler forms tor linear and planar arrays. 
25 In Chapter 1 ol Vol.  2,   Elliott      gives convenient formulas lor the directivity of 

Imear dipole arrays,  and derives an especially simple form tor arrays of Isotropie 

elements with halt' wave spacing and currents 'i     as iti Eq.  (7). 
m 

n (in 

\ 

25.    Elliott.  U.S.  (1966) The theory of ar;tenna arrays,  Ch.   1.   Vol.  11 in Micro- 
wave .Seanning Anlennas.   R.C.   Hansen.   IM..   Academic Press,  Ne'wTork. 
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This expression shows the directivity of a linear array to be independent of scan 

angle.    As pointed out by Elliott,   this behavior is peculiar to the linear array and 

results from the broad pattern perpendicular to the array axis.    As the array is 

scanned toward end fire the area of this conical shape is reduced and the effect 

offsets the beam broadening in the plane of scan that tends to reduce gain. 

Flliott gives a number of other very convenient formulas relating beamwidth 

and directivity for linear arrays with uniform and tapered illuminations,   and for 

relating the directivity of planar arrays to linear arrays.    In addition he obtains 

a formula relating beamwidth and directivity lor a planar array 

D  =   32,400/ B (12) 

where 

B  =   Ox    9y„ sec tK 

and Ox    and 9y    are the 3 dB beamwiciths of the pencil or elliptical beam at broad- 

side.    In this formula the beamwidths are in degrees. 

This simple formula reveals the well known cosine scan dependence exhibited 

by planar arrays.    The formula is exact for uniform illumination,  and a good 

approximation for other array illuminations for all (L   except very near endfire, 

where more detailed analysis is required.    Scanning near endfire will be discussed 

in Section 2.4. 

The selection of array illuminations is describee) in many standard texts,   but 

certain special cases are mentioned briefly in Section  1.2.3.    The array illumina- 

tion determines the beamwidth,  sidelobes and directivity.    Equation (12) shows 

directivity as inversely proportional to the product of principal plane beamwidths. 

Uniform illumination ( j a. I = 1) produces the highest directivity and narrowest beim 

of any illumination (except for certain special "superdirective" illuminations 

associated with rapid phase fluctuations and closely spaced elements).    The half 

power beamwidth of this radiation pattern for a linear array or in the principal 

planes of a rectangular array at broadside is: 

b 1 (13) 

for K,      0.886.   Uniform illumination also produces relatively high sidelobe patterns 

(about -13 dB).    Selection of various tapered illuminations can result in much lower 

sidelobes,   but is accompanied by wider beamwidths and lower directivity.    As the 

array is scanned from broadside the beamwidth widens,  again as sec c  ,  except 

near endfi re. 

18 
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A number of important characteristics of planar array patterns can be Lllus 

trated by considering an array with even numbers of rows and columns as shown 

in Figure 3,  and with each row displaced by some unspecified distance An,  so that 

the element router locations are given by the coordinates 

x =   in d    t   An;   v = n d 

for 

1     3 
N   -1 

x 

1     3 
N   -1 

v 
^T  

It will be assumed that all element patternj are the sam" and have only one polari- 

zation. 

ARRAY  COORDINATES 

(ELEMENT   CENTER    LOCATIONS        X    md   -»-A      Y     n d    ) x        n ■ T 

Figure 3,    Periodic Two-Dimensional Array 

The far tone electric field, normalized to unity, is given by 

" ^^^  m   n    mn 
(14) 
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The excitation signals required to form a beam at ((', .1,,) at some fixed 

frequency f, are; 

a       =     a 
mn mn 

-|k0(U0,nilK+  l'0An4   "o'^'v* 
(15) 

If the  la       lamplitude   illumination   is   a  separable  distribution  in   x  and  v 

ao that la =    la"  i   |a   I,   and the element pattern is also separable,  so that 
mn m        n 

HO, 0) =   f (u) f (v) 
X V 

16) 

ion the pattern can be written in the 'ollowing form: 

f 
E  (F)  = 

11 

j(k u  - k    ,1  ) m d 
0    0 x 

^ \ m        '11 

■ (V) j j[(k V - k(, v   ) „d    l An{ku    k   u  )] 
i,— ( ZJ    a    ■   e ' 

Nv )  n        " 

=   E  (u) E  (u,  v) . 
X V 

(17) 

The pattern is not separable in general, but may be so for certain choices of An. 

This form of Eq,   (17)  will be useful in a later section for describing methods of 

lattice selection,  but for the present it is convenient to set An     o for .ill n. 

This is the familiar rectangular grid configuration,   and in this case the field is 

fullj  separable. 

If A ■     A   ,  the factors K    and K    have their peak at u ;   u    and v -   v    indicating 

that the row-column collimation produces a peak at the desired main beam position, 

fliese expressions can have principal maxima corresponding to other values of 

u and v however,  and form high gain beams at direction cosines given by; 

A A A A 
U     =   -r—   u« -t   p-i—;  V     -   -r—   v.. -t   q-j— 

P    rQ   0     r    q    A0   0    dv 
(18) 

Values of u and \ correspoiuhiu' to the discrete u  . v    parameters are called 
^ p    q 

grating lobes, and are angular locations where the main beam is repeated. Not all 

values of q and p correspond to allowed angles of radiation however, for the direc- 

tion of radiation t'   measured from the array normal is given by; 

cos e       V 
pq       ' 

I - u   - v 
P       '1 

(19) 
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and so real angles ol radiation 0   , require that the allowed values of u   and v 
P(l p q 

are constrained by the condition 

2 2 
u   + v    <  1 . 

p      q (20) 

These points are shown in (u, v) space as a regularly spaced grating lobe 

lattice about the mam beam location (u   ,   v   ) in Figure 4A.    The circle with unity 

radius represents the bounds of the above inequality; all grating lobes within the 

circle represent those radiating into real space,   and those outside do not radiate. 

The primary means of grating the avoidance is to select closely spaced elements 

so that no grating lobes radiate. 

A   ÜHATiNG LOBF LATTICE FÜR RECTANGULAR GRID R   GRATING LOBE LATTICE FOR TRIANGULAR GRID 

'igure 4.    Grating Lobe Lattices 

Equation UV1 illustrates that in the ideal array the radiation pattern is the 

product of andeinent pattern t'U',  u) and an array factor tint depends onlv   upon 

the element position vectors and weighting.    Kigure 5 demonstrates this propertv 

for an arc.A  scanned in the principal plane v     o.    In this eise the .u-ra\ element 

pattern, shown in Kigure 3A, has zeros at sm 6      i B-- -    ' ^L;l|•,■,■ 5B showy the  irra> 

factor «ith  i scries nf grating lobes in real spac( .      v  Kigure at   shows the com- 

bined pattern.    The arra_\  is scanned off broadside,  and because of the large inter- 

element spacing d   there are numerous grating lobes satisfying the inequalitv of 

Kq.  (J0>.   Careful element pattern selection can help b> suppress gratini      l ■ 

I or tiie particular case diesen .ill grating lobes would be suppressed for   ;■ i 
It 

bruadsule.   because then  all grating   lobe (leaks  would be   located at   p  j— ,   and  would 
X 
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exactly correspond to the element pattern nulls.    Grating lobe suppression through 

element pattern modification is a subject that will be treated in more detail in 

Section 4. 

figure 5.    Element Pattern.  Array 
Factor- and Product 

-lection of u rray 
Grating lobe control can also be effected b\ the judicious sol 

lattices.    The grating lobe positions indicated in Figure 4.\ rnd I. i. (18) ■ 
rectangular grid of posit inn vectors for the elements.      I h  ' 

and üfti n the i e i\ re ad\ mtages to    h'        ng alte rna 
from 1 he sell ction of a n 

selection is not always optimum, 
five grid shapes.    Assume that the array is uniformly  illumii   ti      u  i th il An     U, 

["he normalized radiation pattern is thru given by: 

T^U-)       ,'■ Vu)  x f ÄT^l i 

f (v) 
I A V Ul) 

b.-hi ■■:)]] 
It is ubvious thai the product of those two functions has principal maxima al i 

of the grating lobe positionsof Kigure 4\.  1 lu  existence ol grating lobes al these 

sit ions restricts the maximum scan angle for any given interelenu-nl spacing, pos 

MM«.  



or conversely implies a maximum interelement spacing for a given scan volume. 

For example,  one can show that for a largo array the spacings must satisfy: 

-    *      = ^< 
u„ +  I v0+ 1 

(22) 

This criterion . «eads to the familiar condition that arrays scanning to endfire 

(lUfJ  or' | v_) "* 1) require spacings less than one half wavelength. 

The most common alternate choice of grating is called the triangular grid 

lattice,  and consists of displacing every other row by A= -^-.    This configuration 

introduces a different periodicity into the "v" plane,  and the resulting function 

E  (u, v) reduces to different expressions at the grating lobe positions p = ±  1, 

i  3, and ± 5 vs the grating lobe positions p = ±  2, ± 4. 

One obtains from Eq.   (17) at the grating lobe positions p = ±   1, ±  3,  ±  5,  and 

so on, the results: 

f (v)   sin [N . J7(v ) d   /.\] 
E   in 

V 
, v) = 4, y o 

Jos \Tl(\' - v   ) d    ' AJ 
o     y 

(23) 

This pattern has a zero a v = v      and an asymmetrical distribution in (v - v   ) with 
o ■ o 

principal maxima of unity at |(v - v   1 d  /A] -  0.5.    The grating lobes therefore are 

at v = v   + (q 4 1/2) X/d , as shown in Figure 4li. 

At tile grating lobes p      0,   ±2,   ±4,   . . . ,   the summation becomes 

E   (u   .   V) 
y   p 

f (v)     sin |\   M(V - v  ) d IX] 

N sin I - (v Tirrn (24) 

which again is the same distribution a.-, for uniform illumination and An = 0, and 

offer's no grating lohe suppression. 

The distribution chosen in the roregoing thus suppresses the odd grating lobes 

In one sector of space In splitting them each into two lobes and moving each out TO 

a  relativeh  wide .ingle,   where thc\  are reduced b\  the clement pattern e   (\ ); the 

distribution does not alter the ev( n grating lobes at all.    This capability of selectivt 

Is  mod fying a chosen grating lobe represents an additional degree of freedom that 

is useful m design, and in the triangular grid array it allows substantially  wider 

interelement spacings and the use of fewer elements.    l'"or example, for .i square 
■> 

grid arra\ the maximum L.llowablc area per element is Ü. 2;!7,\", but for an 
■> 

equilatenal triangular urra,N the maximum area is 0, 332A . 

It is possible to use more general, in- even random ro» displacements An to 

suppress grating lobes in .'11 but Uu- plane of th<  main beam u     v   ).   i>iie can 
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26 
demonstrate     however that such displacements alter peak grating lobe levels, but 

the average grating lobe power is independent of the An,   and has an amplitude l/Ny 

below the mam beam (for unity element pattern).    If the array had enough rows so 

that the grating lobe levels could be reduced everywhere to this average level 

(except v= v  ) then the maximum avai'?ble grating lobe suppression would be  l/Ny, 

or about 9 0.]) for an eight   row array,   12 dB for a 12  row array,  and so on. 

Radiation pattern distortion with scan angle is a well known phenomenon,   and 
27 

is discussed by a number of authors including referenced works by Von Aulock 

and others.    In addition to lost gain,   reduced resolution,  and grating lobes,  these 

authors describe beam coning effects that lead to substantial errors in array point- 

ing accuracy. 

Apart from these pattern shape characteristics of scanned arrays,  there is 

also a severe bandwidth constraint imposed by scanning with phase shifters because 

the peak gain angle of a phase steered beam varies with frequency and does not 

occur at the established 6    o    position except at A = A .     For example,  at center 
o    O 0 

frequency the interelement phase shift u    is given by 

0    =  k    d sin 6 
o        o o 

(25) 

but the interelement phase required for this scan angle at some other frequency 13 

0 = k d sin 6 (26) 

The net effect,  beam pointing error referred to as beam squint,   is that the 

beam scans away from the desired 9   .    This is the most significant bandwidth 
o 

limiting effect in array antennas. 

Assuming an approximate half power beamwidth (1\. A sec 9 )/L (note K 0, 886 

for uniform illumination) one can solve tor the array bandwidth under the assump- 

tion that the gain at each frequency limit is reduced to half power (that the squint 

is equal toahalf beamwidth at each limit).    The resulting fractional bandwidth is 

gi\ en by: 

At 

o o 
(27) 

26. lUailhuix,   K.J.,  /.aim,  L.,  Martinez, A., and Forbes, G.  (1976) Multiple 
Mode Control of Grating lubes in Limited Scan Arrays,  K AlH'-TU-TG-^OT. 
Al) Aö^TT l_ 

27. Von Aulock, w.u. (I960) Properties of phased arrays, IRE Frans., 
AP-9:1715-1   27. 
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where 6     is the 3-dB beamwidth. 

For small scan angles 

Ai 
(28) 

where?]      is the number of beamwidths scanned, 
li 

1. 2. 3 THE INFINITE ARRAY 

Equation (1) gives the radiated field for any number of radiating elements in 

an ar ay.   Similar equations, given m Section 2,  pertain to the array near field. 

Unfortunately the complex form of this expression makes it difficult to analyze 

arrays with large numbers of elements.    In this case,   it is customary to approxi- 

mate the array structure by an infinite array because the majority of elements are 

far enough from the array edge so that their characteristics are similar to those 

of an element in an infinite array.    Consider an array that has a rectangular grid 

lattice and is periodic in two dimensions.    For an infinite array the summation in 

Lu.   (1) can he transformed by the   Poisson   Summation Formula into a summation 

over wave modes as shown below: 

L 
-ji 

n= -* 

* \U + (y - v'   )   4 z n 
■i k  (u    m d    + v    ad) 

o    o x        o        v 

J u - x'  r -» (y - v' r + 
1 m ■       ■    n 

=   ".I 
2;; 
d   d 

x    y 

-jk|up(x-x')+ vq(y-y')l - ,i Kpq   Ul 

i;     ü   s—, p.        (2!«) 
p .   q= ■■■' pq 

when 

| 2        2 
v       =  k l 1  - u" - v       anil x pq ' p        q r m d    + x  ,  y 

x n a d    + y' 

The u    and v    are the grating lobe locations as indicated in Kq,   (1!!) and lig- 
p q ■>;. 

ure 4A, and so this series is often referred to as the Grating Lobe Series. "     The 

expression illustrutos some oi" the convenieitf properties of this most useful trans- 

fomiution, for the complicated square root function is replaced by much simpler 

exponential terms representing all the plane waves corresponding to points on tile 

grating lobe lattice,  some propagating and some evanescent.     The propagating 

2B.    Wheeler,   H.A.   (1966) Tie gnting-iobe series for the impedance variation in 
a planar phased array anlenna,   IEEE Trans. .   Al'-14:707-7 14. 
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grating lobes,  that is, those within the unit circle,  are the only ones that represent 

true radiation and are used to compute far field radiated power.    For a linear 

infinite array one obtains: 

m= -« 

i      ;   2    2    ' ■ i k ij (x - x + v    + z 1    i m 

2        2'' 
% U - x    )    + v    + z 
' m 

- i k    u   m d J   o    o        x 

.11 
d 

-jku  (x -.\  ) 

^      P H (2)  IK iT2        2? Vv +z 1 (30) 

where 

= *vr (31) 

The above expression also is an infinite sot of waves and the coefficient for 

each wave is the llankel function. 

1. 2. 4      SUBARRAYS FOR WIDEBAND OPERATION 

The bandwidth limitations implied bv Fq.   (27) are often reasonable for small 

arrays,  but are usually too restrictive for- large arrays.    For this reason it is 

comsnon practice to combine phase and time delay steering by organizing the array 

into a relatively small number of subarrays and to use time delay devices at the 

subarray input ports and phase steering at all the array elements.    The resulting 

array bandwidth is a compromise between the cost of providing time delay devices 

for a larger number of subarrays and the pattern deterioration and bandwidth 

limitations of dividing the array into too few subarrays. 

The array of contiguous subarrays (Figure 6) is conceptually simpler than 

other subarray approaches, and uses separate distribution networks to feed ad- 

jacent sections of the array.    Phase shifters control the subarray pattern to pro- 

duce a beam tilt and the time delay devices produce true time delay between the 

subarray centers. 
To consider a specific example,  assume a one-dimensional array of elements 

spaced d _ apart,  with element pattern f(u,v).    The elements are grouped into sub- x 
arrays of M elements.    The entire array has  \    equally spaced subarrays.    Each 

of the subarrays has a subarray pattern that is the same as the bracketed term in 

Fq.   (21),  and when these subarrays are arrayed with time delay appropriate for 

beam collimation the complet'1 field pattern is given by the expression 
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Figure 6.    Bandwidth Properties of Contiguous 
Subarrays With Time Delay 

E(r) -   f(u.v) 
riniAi^u-x;)ji 

I—[^^-y] 
■ nun 

■ 
\ (u - u | sin A 

r TTT" '   1 
M si n 

x 
A 

(u ■ ■  U 
l. 

1 

I (32) 

where 1)   =  Md    i.s the isnbarray size. 
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This expression shows the total field as the product of element pattern,   phase 

steered suDarray pattern,  and time delayed array factor.    If the array were pure- 

ly phase controlled,   with M X 5S  elements each spaced d    apart,   its bandwidth 

given by Eqs,   \27) and (13) would be: 

BW   = b   o  
M \   d    sin 0    cos  0      ' x o o 

(33) 

In its present subarrayed form however, the time delayed array factor exactly 

collimates the subarray contributions at all frequencies, and the system gain band- 

width is essentially the same as the subarray bandwidth 

BW bo 
KTil    sin 9    cos B 

X o o 
(34) 

For example,  an array of 10 subarrays of 10 elements each has approximately 

10 times the bandwidth of the phase steered array of 100 elements. 

The above description emphasizes gain bandwidth,  but in fact Eq,   (32) shows 

that subarraying can introduce severe pattern degradation in the form of grating 

lobes that arise as frequency is charged.    Figure 61! illustrat(>s that the subarray 

phase centers arc appropriately delayed to form a beam at 9  ,   but each subarray 

has a phase1 squint thai causes the peak of the subarray pattern to move off the 

position 6 .    The result is the same as arraying very large elements.    As shown o 
schematically in figure fit', widely spaced subarrays have many grating lobes in 

real space.    These are all suppressed by the subarray pattern zeros at A :  A ,  but 

for other wavelengths the array grating lobes do not fall at the subarray pattern 

zero locations and in general constitute severe pattern deterioration. 

One procedure for reducing these grating lobe peaks with contiguous subarrays 

is lei make the subarravs of unequal sizes.    This practice lends to reduce peak 

grating lobes by redistributing most of the energy Into distributed sidelobe regions 

with lower iieak levels but nearly the same average level. 

Other techniques for producing wule band subarravs and methods of grating 

lobe control will be discussed in later sections. 

1.2.5.      ANTENNA PATTERN CONTROL 

There  is  no universally  "best" antenna  pattern,     Instead it  has  been common 

practice to choose a pattern from one of a wide list of those already in the litera- 

ture and to synthesize that pattern using directional coupler circuits in a constrained 

corporate Iced circuit or to approximately synthesize il  with a spa( e fed array. 
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The uniformly illuminated equiphase array has the highest gain except in the re- 

gion of very close element spacing where a phenomenon called    super gain    can 
1  29 occur.    The Dolph-C'hebyshev   '   '   weighting produces the narrowest beam for a 

given sidelobe level and is useful as a standard for comparison.    Other illumina- 

tion functions,   such as the cosine squared on a pedestal and the Taylor     ' 

illuminations offer advantages of simplicity in the selection of a power division 

network or appropriateness for large arrays.    In addition to these analytic 

approaches to synthesis there have been a number of papers on synthesis by numer- 
3 2 

ical methods.    Examples of these procedures are the work of Strait and Hirasawa 

and more  recently of Elliott.'      Array synthesis is described in a number of ex- 

cellent references,   among which are several texts.   '      '   '    Figure 7 compares 

the radiation pattern of two well known distribution functions and illustrates the 

tradeoff between beamwidth and sidelobe level.    One of the important current 

topics in antenna theory is the use of array nulls to suppress interfering signals, 

notably jammers for the military application.    Early work in this area dealt with 

pattern synthesis in idealized arrays but more recent efforts have included mutual 
34 coupling and realistic element patterns.    The studies of Drane and Mcllvenna 

considered synthesis of optimal gain patterns with constrained nulls with and without 

mutual coupling,   and was based on expressing directivity as the ratio of quadratic 

forms,  and solving this constrained maximization problem.    The procedure for 
35-37 maximization has been used by a number of other authors and is very lucidly 

Q Ü 

described in the text'     by Harrington. 

Instead of using antenna synthesis to generate the complex weight for null 

forming there is a growing theory and technology of adaptive arrays that form 

these weights using analog circuits or digital processing.    Most algorithms for 
3° 

array control arc based on a number of pioneering studies by Applebaum, 

Howells,       Widrow,       and others,  and are also implementations of the maximiza- 

tion of quadratic forms,  but using the received signals at each port as parameters. 

Oilier procedures sense onlv a single array output signal and apply closed loop 

optimization procedures to suppress noise output or to optimize signal to noise. 

Whether the weights arc set adaptively or deterministicallv,  there are funda- 

mental limitations set by the array geometry.    An N-element array can form only 

N-l nulls,   and this is often referred to as the number of available degrees of 

freedom.     In addition there are limitations to bandwidth and null depths,   and re- 

search on these topics is of substantial current interest. 

tlh'.e to the large number of references cited above,  they will not be listed here 
See References,   page  115.) 
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Figure 7.    Radiation Patterns of Uniform (solid) and 
Cosine-Squared-on-a-Pedestal (dashed) Illuminations 

The following analysis will highlight some of these features.    Consider a 

phase scanned antenna radiation pattern given by: 

.t   = 

M-l 

t 
,M-] , 

n-  - (—rr-) 

a    exp 
n 

d /A 
X (     0 

n -r- -—   u - u 
A \ A o 

o \ 
CCS) 

Assume that the fiatti'rn lias a notch in it and looks like the pattern of Figure !i. 

At A =  A    the notCi location is defined bv o 

u, - u - u, 
( n 

aii(i 

An       u,    -   u, 
h        f 

is the width of the notch. 
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Ku°^ 
for Phase Scan 

for Time Delay Scan 

u = sin Ö 

Figure 8.    Relations Between Bandwidth and Angular 
Null Width 

The feature of the wide notch is that it can provide a degree of wideband inter- 

ference suppressionj for one ran show that if one could Locate the notch around the 

interference so that for an interfering signal at u   ,   at the highest interfering fre- 

quency 

{\ 
A  / max   Un '   "h 

and at the lowest frequency 

\   A / nun    n 1 

then one can show that the bandwidth over which good interference suppression will 

take place is given by 

Af      Au 

o n 

(36) 

Clearly one can increase the useful suppression bandwidth by creating a wide 

angular notched pattern. 
For a time delay steered array one obtains Eq,   (37) instead of Kq.   (36) 

II 
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Au 
u   - u 

n       o 
(37) 

which may or may not represent wider bandwidth suppression,  depending upon how 

close the notched area is to the main beam direction. 

These results lead to an approach to understanding wideband array null steer- 

ing through formation of wide notched patterns. Such patterns are usually formed 

by moving multiple nulls close together and this tends to use up the Nf-l degree of 

freedom very rapidly.    An example of wide notch synthesis is the recent work of 
4 2        ' 43 

Gething et al,       and Tseng. 

Equations (36) and (37) can also be used to estimate the bandwidth of simple 

nulls in antenna radiation patterns.    For example,  the array pattern of a uniformly 

illuminated aperture in one plane is; 

5 (u) = 
H^H^—o) 

M sin 

(38) 

a pattern which has multiple nulls and sidelobes.    One can use Eq.  (36) to estimate 

the bandwidth of one of these nulls at a level relative to the sidelobe level of adja- 

cent sidelobes.    Near any of these nulls,  the normalized pattern amplitude is 

'/  (u) = sin 
■  n 

M 4H (39) 

where ö u -   u - u 
P*. 

0       M d 
,   and is the distance from the center of the null in 

u -  u    space, 
o    r 

The width of this null at a (power ratio) deptli a below the local sidelobe level 

is computed from the above 

Au 24S 
irm~ (40) 

where I. is the length of the array. 

42.    Gething,   P. J. D.,  and llaseier,  J. B.  (1974) Linear antenna arrays with 
broadened nulls,  IEE Proc.,   121:165-168. 

43.    Tseng.   F. I.   (1979) Design of ai ray and line source antennas for Taylor 
patterns with a null.   IHKK Trans.,  AP-27(No.  4):474-479. 
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Using Eq.  (36) the bandwidth for a simple null is given by 

!\[s 
0 77 -r—lu 

A       n 
0 

(41) 

which is plotted in Figure 9a. 

-4° 
8    ooi' 

S" RELATIVE TO ENVELOPE 

10 100 
i> 

Figurp ''a.    Bandwidth of Singh' Null (uniform illumination) 

In this case the null is a simple zero in the pattern of a uniformly illuminated 

array,   not a forced null as in an adaptive pattern.    However,   It is shown bj   \pple- 

bäum l that an adaptive system reacts to the presence of a single, monochromatic 

noise source by generating a canceller pattern with the directivity of the array, 

with its peak directed at the noise source.   In this situation,   if the adaptive 

array weights wert' fixed and noise bandwidth increased, the simple null bandwidth 

given above represents a worst case result.   To obtain desired performance over 

33 
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a wider bandwidth without a tapped delay line network the adaptive array uses addi- 
44 

tional degrees of freedom to create a wideband,   wide anglt  null.    Steyskal      has 

shown that for a least mean square approximation to the desired,  multiple nulled 

pattern the array uses its degrees of freedom to form multiple canceller patterns 

at each required pattern null. 

One can estimate the bandwidth of an array with broadened nulls as formed by 

multiple canceller patterns.    In the most trivial case,   we assume the canceller 

beams are so close together that the quiescent pattern is nearly constant (note that 

this condition is unrealistic because the canceller beamwidths are on the order of 

the quiescent pattern sidelobe width).    However,   subject to this assumption the 

canceller pattern takes the form below, and is subtracted from the constant 

quiescent pattern: 

"V = c (42) 

with the constant C,  chosen to produce the best pattern null. 

After subtracting this pattern,  the error,   relative to the sidelobe envelope,  is 

Cound to be: 

T 48       —X~ 
An" (43) 

and,  by Eq,  (.^6), the bandwidth for a given sidelobe level is; 

A 
I, u 

i (44) 

which is plotted in i- igure 9b. 

Thus,  tlif use Hi two degrees of fr'.-edoni can c mcel a quiescent pattern over 

a given area and so be commensurate with wideband nulling.    The use of more 

cancellers should broaden the nulled width and hence increase bandwidth.    Exten- 

sion of the above analysis can give so MI
1
 estimate   is tu the available nulled bana- 

width and sidelobe level as     function of available degrees of freedom in this 

idealized case. 

44.   Steyskal.   II.  (1981) Synthesis of Antenna Patterns With Nulls,   in publication. 
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include current and charge distributions over the surface of the radiating antennas 

and nearby diffracting bodies.    The same integral expressions can be used to re- 

quire satisfaction of boundary conditions at each radiator and each diffracting body, 

and so to evaluate the relevant currents and charges.    This procedure usually  re- 

sults in a multiplicity of simultaneous integral or- integrodifferential equations,  and 

has not been solved exactly except in the special case of mfinite waveguide arrays 
.   -.   .. , 45,46 

in an infinite ground screen. 

The free space electromagnetic tield can be written using the dyadic Greens 

function notation of Kq.   (45). 

E=   -jWM  /T    (T,  r'> •   J(r')dv'   -   CvGir.  r') > 

B=   -jwe/i/^(r. r')  •   J    fr') dv'•*   ft/ 

,i    (r')dv 

VC; (r, r') X  .Mr') dv 

(45) 

w lie re 

G(r, r') = 
•jk|r- r 

4!7    r   -   r 

and 

T   (7,7') 
0 

d + -V VVK; (!•.. .•') 
k 

Here G(T,  r  ) is the free space scalar tlreens function and T   (r,  r') is the free 

space dyadic Greens function.   The unit dyad l  is (xx + yy -t 7.}) in rectangular 

coordinates,     in this familiar form the integrals satisfy Maxwell's equations and 

are proper e :cept within a  region Occupied by the source.    The electric and mag- 

netic currents .! and ,1     are m general unknown,  and are evaluated b\ solvinfi a set 
m ■ B 

of integrodifferential equations. 

When the sources are in the presence of an infinite perfectly conducting ground 

plane it is convenient to choose a combination of solutions of the above form to 

.-■ itisfy the bounoary condition at the conducting plane.    This has been done for the 

general   case   by   Kevine   and   Schwinger,    '   but   for   most   array   problems   the  only 

45. 

46. 

47. 

Farrell, G.F.,  Jr., and Kulm,  K. II.  (1966) Mutual coupling effects of triangu- 
lar grid arrays bv modal analysis,  1KKK Trans,,   AP-14:652-654. 

Farrell, G.F.a  Jr., and Kuhn,  D.H.  (1968) Mutual coupling in infinite planar 
arrays of rectangular wa\fguide horns,  U.IT. T rans. ,   AP-16:405-414. 

vvw^^** 

Kisine, H., and Schwinger, J. (1950-51) Ot the theory of electromagnetic 
wave diffraction by an aperture in an infinite plane conducting screen, 
C'omm.  on I'me and Applied Math.   44:355-391. 
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magnetic current sources are the tangential electric fields in the ground plane at 

z = 0.    In this case the fields in the half space z > 0  are given by; 

E =   -ja)/i /  F' (T, 7')  •   J(r') dV - 2 / VG (r, 7') >  Jm (r') dS' 

B= -2jüJ€u/ T (r. r')  •   3     (i'')ds'+   fif 
' »o     o in » 

VG(r, r') X J(r') (46) 

VGCr, r    - 2zz •   r) X (U - 2zz) •   .1 (i ')]   dS' 

where 

r' = r (r, r') - r„ f?. ZZ   •    r)  •    (U - 2 zz) 

and 

n »   E 

This form is ot particular importance to the consideration of apertures in the 

conducting plane,   for then the magnetic current contributions J      are surface inte- st e nl 

grals over the tangeatia] electric field in the apertures,  and the electric current 

contributions are  readily  recognized as corresponding to the electric sources in 

the region z > 0 and their images that appear to originate as sources in the half 

plane z < 0. 

Often it is convenient to rewrite these equations using magnetic and electric 

potential functions (the electric potential is often called the vector potential). In 

this form they become: 

-:   j-    L    f  (z x ^(r'Hid-,  r'ldS    ;  A  =   M  f (r )   • n    (r, r  )ti\ 
m     S 

!■:  =   -jwV   • ,7       -   i4    |V (V-   A»   4   k2Al m k- 

B = V (V 'ir    ) +  k" ,7      + V >   A m m (47) 

« IK re 

(iCr. 7') =   |0 G(r. r') -   (f   -   2zz)G(ra r' - 2/./.   '    r')] 

IT 
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2. 1. 1    DIPOI.ES OVER A GROUND PLANE 

The advantage of using potential functions is the convenience in recognizing 

scalar expansions,   Por example, the fields of an array of thin dipole antennas, 

shown in Figure IDA, with their- axes along the y direction can be derived in terms 

of a single term of the vector potential A = yAy.    For thin dipoles,   it has become 
4 8  4C1 

accepted practice     '   '  to write the current distributions as if the entire current 

were   concentrated  at  the  dipole  center,    reducing  the  volume   integral  to  an 

integral  in one  dimension  (along  the  y  axis),   and to  use  this   approximation  even 

at the dipole surface.     In the case of a collection of dipoles located a distance c/2 

above a ground plane and oriented as above,   with half lengths a/2 and dipole   -adius 

t,  Eq.  (47) gives the fields in the upper half space with 

V(^ -x 'r + (v - v 'r 4 (z-c /2r 

G (r, r ) 4" 
J(x-x 'r + (v - v 'r + (z-c/2)' 
T n -    ■ n 

(48) 

A   DIPOLES OVE.I GROUND SCHL IN B   rtAVECUIDt APtRlUHES IN OHOUND SCREEN 

figure  10.    Dipole and Wavoguidt  \rra\ Goonietries 

If there ai-e n.u apcrnircs in the conducting ground plan« . r is assumed th ■• 

the Jm arc null, and the entir • field is expanded m this single compunent vector 

potential,    rreatment of dipole arrays implies the considerati ■;•   if an assumed 

48,    Carter,   P.S.,   Jr. (l!)60) Mutual  inipedanei   effects m large beam scarnins 
urravs.   IKi.  ! rans. .    Vl'-B^TÜ   285. 

id.    Harrington.   R. K.  (1       > Matrix method fur fuld probloms. 1'ruc. IEEE. 
55; 136- 149. 



source distribution within the half plane.    For thin dipoles this is usually formu- 

lated Ps a delta function of electric field in the center of the dipole,   resulting in 

an integrable potential difference across the infinitesimal source point of the dipole 

center (y = 0 for the n'th dipole in the Figure 10a).    In this case one writes the 

equation for E    ■   0 at the surface of the dipole,  neglecting the boundary conditions 

on other E-fields, and neglecting any radia1    ariation of field around the dipole 

because of the "thin" dipole approximati' The resulting integrodifferential 

equation is: 

2 
1 

-h - y :   h (49) E     =V"Ö<y) = 
y 

-4 +  k" A    i 
/ y ( 

where 

A    = M2   I      1    (y')v • ';'     (r, r') dv' 
y m    V      m ' 

m 

(50) 

At the   i'th dipule the above is integrated to obtain: 

V A    = ('', cos ky-(  (-'., sin kv 4  ) k — sin kv 
V -i a' 

C ., cos kv + C .  sin kv 
J ■ 4 ' 

0 •   v ■   h 

-h •   v ■   0 

(51) 

where the term with \     is obtained from the particular integral over the source, 

assumed to occupy the infinitesimal region 0 ': y '  t .     Evaluation of the disi on- 

tinuity In the derivative of the potential function yields the relationship C5 ■   (",, 

The above is reduced to a matrix equation b\ expa  (ling the current in a .-a rie 

P 
1    (>•') =    S   a i   <A ') 
m p - t    P- ''',   P 

52) 

[mwisinfi lai.  (5;i) at ',' * 3 points on each dipol   allows the coefficients a 

to be iieterinineii for each term in the current < xpansion. 

Other authors have used alternative means of --olving dipi le equations,    ilarriar 

ton (Kef. 38, rii. 4) for example,  us ■.-; vector and seal ir potential functions and not 

the integral equations used above.    Moreover,  the method of solution used above is 

just mie aiea.is of solving ine given equation,    \nother is to use  i numerical proc* - 

dure inwhichone expands Kv» .i>. a sum of suitabh weighted \ ilufsi ithei constant or 

; ■ 

. 
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varying over small segments "A" of the element.    For example with constant 

values 1    defined over the dipole one would write: 
n 

Ky) = My) A / 2 < y < y    + A / 2 (53) 

This approximation leads to a matrix equation that can be solved by a variety 
49 

of procedures.    Examples in the literature include the work of Harrington      and 

many others      for dipole antennas or other wire antenna configurations. 

2. 1. 2     WAVEGUIDE SLOT ARRAYS 

Waveguide and slot array problems are also readily formulated using potential 

functions, but for waveguide radiators there are no electric current sources in the 

half space z ä   0, and the only sources are the magnetic current sources as repre- 

sented by the tangential aperture fields.    In this case there is no single vector 

component that serves to completely represent t' - neid^ except for special two- 

dimensional cases.    In general however,  for a finite waveguide aperture the solution 

is vector,  and is formulated by expanding the aperture field in a set of functions 

and matching fields in the waveguides and free space.    For open ended waveguides 

it is convenient to choose as basis functions the waveguide normal mode uelds,  and 

for unloaded rectangular waveguides one can choose th" orthogonally polarized 

transverse electric fields.    The tranverse electric field for the waveguide at the 

origin of the coordinate system of Figure 10b is: 

Err U.v) e 
•jk   (0)/. 

X V    e  (x, y) e n   n     ■ 

■jk (n)z 
(541 

where the e  (x, y) are the transverse mode functions for the two possible polariza- 

tions, the k (n) are the modal propagation constants, and V    are undetermined modal 

amplitude coefficients.    This expression represents a single incident  mode in the 

waveguide,  a1 1 an infinite series of reflected modes.    Typically all but the k (0) 

propagation constants are imaginary,   indicating that they are beyond waveguide 

cutoff,  but they enter into the solution to match boundary conditions.    The solution 

is obtained by expansion of the transverse magnetic waveguide fields in terms of 

these and writing the half space fields (/. > 0) as the aperture field.    Construction of 

the free space Greens iunction assures that the tangential E field is continuous,  and 

imposed continuity of the magnetic field components results in a vector integrodiffer- 

ential equation using continuity of tangential magnetic fields at rll the apertures. 

50.    l'oggio, A.J.,  and Miller,  E.K.   (197 8) A perspective on numerical methods 
for antennas.  Proceedings of the 197 8 Antenna Applicatijns Symposium, 
Univ.  of Illinois,  Urbana,  Illinois. 
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z X B(z= 0   )  =   z X  B(z= 0 

= j 2 a) e z X S/ (r. r') •   (/   ■   E) dS' 

The magnetic fields for T.    0 ran be jbiained from Eq.   (54) using waveguide 

modal admittances.    Equation (55) can then be reduced to a matrix equation by 

following Galerkin's      procedure and solving for aperture fields.    The details of 

this procedure will not be carried further,   but are described in a number of avail- 
, . , 14, 18 able references. 

These two problems illustrate formulation of integral equations for the most 

fundamental-array geometries. Similar analytical approaches are used for more 

complex geometries. 

Tai      lists dyadic Greens functions for a number of other geometries,  and it 

is possible to write field expressions for arrays of apertures in many of the basic 

geometric shapes such as spheres,  infinite cylinders,   and cones,   and to obtain 

approximate field expressions for more general shapes using the Geometrical 

Theorv of Diffraction.    Some of these approximate techniques will be discussed in 

Section 4. 

Finite array formulations become more difficult numerically as more elements 

are added to the array.    One solution to this dilemma has been to study very large 

arrays using infinite array theory.    This type of formulation is discussed in the 

next section. 

2.2     Active Clement Patterns and Mutual Coupling in an Infinite Array 

Equations (29) and (30) of Section 1. 2, 3 are key to developing the theory of 

infinite arrays.    Assuming periodic incident fields or applied sources such that for 

an infinite array of apertures with elements at (x    ,   v   )  -  (md  ,   mi   ) (rectangular 
m      n x        v 

arid) 

a e mn 

-i —   (u    md    4 v    nd   ) 
'A o        x       o      v 

o (56) 

Equation (47) can be converted by the   Poisson Summation formula to the form given 

in Eq.   (29),  and written: 

51.    Tai,  C.T.  (197 1) Dyadic Greens Functions in Electromagnetic Theory, 
Intext Educational Publishers,  Scranton,   Pennsylvania. 
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X    V 

Z      L 
1 k(u  x + v  v)  -j K      ' z 

TT 
pq 

j k(u   x 

S 

vqv   , 
[z X E(X   ,   v   )] (57) 

from which one can write li and B tields.    In this circumstance the array boundary 

value problem is solved by assuring that all boundary conditions arc satisfied 

throughout a single spatial period which is   iften called a unit cell. 

An alternate method is to begin with the recognit'on of periodicity ''.nJ expand 

the fields from periodic functions at the outset.    This procedure is mathematically 

equivalent to the use ol the Poisson .Summation formula for periodic fields in a 

periodic lattice.    A coherent exposition of the use of this approach is in the work of 

Oliner ana Malech. 

Infinite array theory offers direct insight into the concepts of active element 

patterns and grating lobes.    For example,   in a  rectangular grid array with periodic 

excitation,  the electric field can be written from Eqs,   (47) and (57) in terms of the 

tangential aperture field E_ as: 
00 •* -i k(u  x       v  v) - iK     | zl 

p a pq 
L r ■   f_ Jo. o) (58) E(r) d   d 

x   y pq 

■   f    (Ö, o) 
pq 

where 

/j k(u x 
dS'   e P 

v   v') 
I cos 6       E„(x'y') - zp       •    lv,.(x'.v')l 

pq      1       ■ ' pq 1 

and 

p       =   x u    +   v v    +   z   cos 9 
pq p     ■    q pq 

In this expression the element pattern f (6 , u) is vector,   and is common to all 

elements of the array.    The exponential term exp(-jK     ! / I ) represents a traveling 

wave only for grating lobes within the unit circle as indicated in Section  1. 12. 3,   Thus 

in tile region far- from the array (/. large) only one term of the series exists in the 

52. Oliner, A.A., and Waloch, K. d. (1966) Mutual coupling in infinite scanning 
arrays, Chap. A, Vol. II, in Microwave Scanning Antennas, R.C. Hansen, 
Ed. ,   Academic Press,   New York. 
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absence öf grating lobes.    The pattern f(ö, o) is sampled at those points (u  . v   ) 

corresponding to the grating lobe lattice and the infinite array radiates only in 

those distinct directions.    The element pattern includes mutual coupling between 

all the elements of the array because the tangential component K..,(x   y   ) is evalu- 

ated by the solution of a boundary value problem like that of Section 2. 1. 

Radiated power from the infinite array is evaluated by integrating the dot pro- 

duct of the Poynting vector across a unit cell.    By conservation of energy it is 

simply shown that the normalized power radiated from an infinite array is given 

by [(1 - |r|    ) cos Snn] when no grating lobe radiates,  and so the field pattern of 

Eq.   (58) also defines the amplitude of the array reflection coefficient.    It is 

accepter  practice to measure the element pattern in an array and infer the reflec- 

tion coefficient from this data.    The normalized element pattern of Eq.   (58) is thus 
ir9 1/2 [ (1 - 1 ^     )(cos op.,,)]   ' " for the driven infinite array without grating lobes,  anJ it 

would also be the measured pattern resulting from exciting one element of a very- 

large array. 

Rigorous infinite array solutions have been obtained for a large number of 

array types.    Figure 11 shows a few of the basic array configurations for which 

infinite array solutions are published.    Included in the figure are flush mounted 

arrays of rectangular' '   and circular      elements,   ridge loaded elements, 

protruding dielectric (TEA! solution),'    and a dual frequency dielectric loaded con- 
59 figuration. Among other published solutions are numerous interlaced multiple 

frequency configurations,       examples of dielectric loading,       iris loading,    " and 

fence   '" or corrugated plate      loadings for impedance match,   as well as several 

very wide band configurations for waveguide  '   and stnpline.       In addition there 

have been a number of infinite dipole array solutions published. 

Among the more important phenomena uncovered through infinite array theory 

is the description of the so-called blindness phenomenon.    This behavior was des- 

cribed in great detail in the tutorial review paper by Stark,     and so will not be 

treated here,    figure 12 shows the basic phenomenon as discovered by Farrell and 

Kuhn in the first published analytical work on the subject.    This figure shows 

a measured deep null in an element pattern and compares the data with results com- 

puted using a single mode grating lobe series and a full modal array solution.    The 

null is due 10 the cumulative effects of a mutual coupling and can be related to sur- 
69, 25 

face wave type behavior at the array face. In many cases the existence of the 

null is understood as a cancellation process involving waveguide higher order- modes, 

and this is why the single mode grating lobe solution bears no correlation to the 

data in Figure 12.    In the years since" this initial discovery these blindm sses have 

(Due to the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here. 
See References,   page   115.) 
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been found in most waveguide array configurations and in some dipole and strip- 

line arrays. In many cases the problem can be reduced or eliminated by keep- 

ing the element lattice dimensions d   and d    small enough so that grating lobes 
x       y 69 

are well beyond the maximum scan angle throughout the operating frequency range. 

1   1 
1   1 
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Figure  11.    Several Configurations With Existing Infinite Array Solutions 

Blindnesses reported in dipole arrays seem to be related to the presence of 

dipole supports.    Analytical studies of infinite dipole arrays      without supports 

do not exhibit array blindness.    A forthcoming publication by Mayer and Hessel 

analyzes a strip line dipole structure and shows that for practical spacings the 

balanced stripline dipole feed structure supports a propagating TIM mode in addi- 

tion tc two TEM modes.    The 1M mode propagation constant is scan dependent and 

for certain parameter selections it occurs before the onset of the grating lobe.    It 

is conjectured that this mode might  be the cause of blindness in dipole arrays. 

70. Harper,  J.C.,  Esposito,  K.J..   Rottenberg, C.,  and Hessel,  A.  (1977) 
Surface resonances in a radome covered dipole array;   1 "7V UHIli Al' Int. 
Symposium Digest: 198-20 1. 

71, Mayer,   E. ,  and Hessel,   A.   (1981) feed region modes in dipilc phased arrays, 
IEEE Trans.  AP, to be published. 
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03 04 05        06 
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Figure 12,    Array Element Power Pattern Showing  \rray 
Blindness (after Farrell and Kuhn^ß) 

2.3      Tlic I ICIIII'MI I'litlcni in a Finitr  \ria\ ol  \|ii'iliiri's 

The subject matter of this paper is more closely allied to moderate size than 

very large arrays,  and although an infinite arras lias a unique element pattern,   in 

a finite array the active element pattern is different for each element.     Tins fact 

does  not   reduce the utility of tile  concepl  however,   because the element pattern is 

a useful bridge between theory and measurements,    For  i finiti   array of apertures 

45 
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one can obtain a far-field expression directly from Eq.  (74) using 

r -  r' 1    =  R    - r'   •   p o r '59) 

where R   is measured from the coordinate origin in the aperture to the given point 

in space at R ,9,0 and 
o 

r    = x x    +  \ w 

p   = x u +  y v +  z cos 

(60) 

The Greens function of Eq.   (45) can then be written in the form: 

-jkRo    jk(r'   •   p) 

Gir. 7')  * ^ 3^-  
4 // K 

(61) 

Evaluation of Eq,   (47) for apertures in the plane z - 0,   but otherwise arbitrarily 
14 

located yields     : 

ikR 

£   |     d 
o m     s 

j      dS     [ cos 0   E.r(x' . y' ) - /.p •   E_,(x' , y' )]v 
's m [ I    rn   ' m i    m   • m   I 

I K I'     •   (, 

(6 2) 

where E... is the tangential field in each aperture,  as obtained from the solution of 

a set of integral equations as described in Section 2. 1.    Cine can express the 

E-field in terms of a scattering matrix including a term proportional to the incident 

field {incident and orthogonal polarization) and all induced contributions from other 

elements.    For an array of waveguide elements,  and for simplicity neglecting cross 

polarized and higher mode components, the total field of the rn'th waveguide can be 

written using the scattering matrix of the array junctions using the expression below, 

M 

r;.,,(m) :   (a      +    L     S       a ) v e,n(x'. v') 
1 m      _      j      mn    n 10 

(63) 

where the a    is the incident field m each nth aperture, and S       is the convention ij n mn 
scattering matrix.     Then: 

jk I 

lar' Jk    e 
IT7 —R 

'0 
\  cos 6  - z v 

0 I 

M M 

T,   aim) (a     +      Z)    S        a   ) 
m= l 

m ,     mn    n n     1 
(64) 
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whe re 

g(m) = e 

■ 1 —' ik r      •   p 

and 

-0 = L  eio(x''y') 
+ j k(u x' + v y ') 

dS 

This expression can be written: 

\) 
E(r) 

H 0 

iii e 

2 77 R 

L) 

[y cos 6  - z vl c 

M 
T. 

M 

o a     g m    m 

M 
8r 

i + E s     — 
,    nm  g n-  1 sm 

.     a     g     f    (0,0). 
0 .    m    m   ni 0 m = 1 

(65) 

For simplicity,  this derivation was carried out for linearly polarized single 

mode radiators, but the result can be generalized to any array and reveals what is 

implied by the concept of element patterns in a finite' array.    The expression shows 

the far field written as the sum of element excitation coefficients a     multiplied I v _ m ' 
the lime delay factor g     and an element pattern f    (f , u) which is now different for m ' m 
each element.    The element pattern includes mutual coupling from other elements. 

the which all radiate from different phase centers,  hence the term —   multiplying 
=m 

scattering coefficient S .    Since some of the mutually coupled terms can have & n, in ^ 
phase centers which may be quite far from any given element (m),  the mutually 

coupled terms can produce very angle sensitive changes to the element patterns 
15 

resulting in rippled      and distorted patterns that have strong frequency dependence. 

This effect is discussed in Section 4 for cylindrical arrays. 

Apart from these insights into element pattern distortion,   l.j.   (65) reveals that 

array element patterns are measured just as is a scattering matrix —by loading all 

elements but the driven one and measuring the radiated element pattern.    This pro- 

cedure is one of the most useful diagnostics in array practice,   and illustrates the 

importance of element patterns in finite array technology. 

-.1      Sranniiii; Kroiu llriMilsidi- In 1.mil ire Willi ;i IManai   \iia\ 

Among the requirements stimulating advanced phased array developments is 

the need for obtaining extremely wide angle and even hemispheric cover-age from a 

Single array antenna.     This capability is important for a number of applications. 
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including ground based radars  but it is nowhere more important than for airborne 

arrays for satellite communication. 

Aircraft SATCOM systems often require coverage from the zenith to the hori- 

zon,   usually with circular polarization.    The obvious advantage of a hemispheric- 

ally scanned array for this application is that a  single array could perform the 

whole communication function that would require a multiplicity of arrays scanning 

over normal (±   60°) limits. 

In an infini,.e two dimensional array the pattern din ctivity for a perfectly 

matched aperture varies as cos 9.    If the array mismatch is not corrected as a 

function of scan angle the gain will be further reduced according to the expression 

|1 -  jT!2] Cos 6 (66) 

Because of the cosine factor the infinite two dimensional array has zero gain at 

the horizon. 

Column arrays of omnidirectional elements scanned in the direction of the 

column's axis have no decrease in directivity with scan angle as mentioned in 

Section 1.4. 2,  but in practice both two dimensional and linear array scanning per- 

formance are dominated by mutual coupling,  or equivalently,  by the inability to 

achieve broad element patterns in an array. 

For finite arrays the beamwidth in the plane of scan varies much like sec 0 

except near endfire.    At the horizon the elevation beamwidth of a column of two 
10 '-' ri dimensional arrays in free space is given approximately by Walter      and Elliott. 

=v 4 77      ,A 
(T—) (67) 

where L,  is the length of the ar^ay in the endfire direction and (.' is a constant 

which varies between 3.5 and 7 depending upon phase velocity and the array dis- 

tribution.    .Assuming an azimuthal beamwidth of approximately X/L„,  where  1.,, 

is the array dimension perpendicular to the plane of scan,  the directive gain at 

endfire is 

(68) 

This result is consistent with that obtained by Elliott      if the factor C -   3. 546 

is used.    The directivity is multiplied by 4 for the array over a perfect ground 

plane (and the beamwidth of Eq.  (67) is halved). 

The ratio of directive gain at endfire to directive gain at broadside (with 

perfectly conducting ground) is: 

i:: 
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(69) 

This equation shows that for any given broadside directive gain (U  ) it is most 

advantageous to decrease L.  (the array projection in the endfire direction) as much 

as possible,  for- this minimizes the scan loss.    It also indicates that larger arrays 

suffer increased scan loss.    For example,   a square array with 20 dB gain at broad- 

side should exhibit a directivity degradation of 1 dB at endfire; but for a 30 dB 

square array,   4. 5 dB fallot'f is expected. 

Unfortunately this decrease in directivity is only one of the factors tending to 

make scanning to endfire inefficient.    Other major factors are diffraction and 

scattering due to the vehicle on which the array is mounted,  element pattern narrow- 

ing and array mismatch due to mutual coupling. 

Figure  13 shows the geometry of a cylinder which is taken as having a constant 

radius a.    For simplicity,   consider radiation only in the x-y plane (perpendicular 
to the cylinder axis).    For a large cylinder one can disregard edge effects in the 

array so that each element pattern is approximately the same,  and compute the 

radiation pattern as the product of the array factor and element pattern. 

CIRCUMFtRENTIAL 
POLARIZATION 

TRANSITION 
ZONE 

Figure  13.    Roll Plane Patterns 
of Circumferentially and Axially 
Polarized Slots on a Cylinder 
of Radius "a" 

Hlol/2 - 0 7 

72 Pathak and Kouyoumjian      give a convenient expression for the fields of infini- 

tesimal aperture mounted on generalized perfectly conducting structures using the 

geometrical theory of diffraction.   The application of this result to an aperture 

mounted on the top of a perfectly conducting cylinder is described in Reference 73. 

72. Pathak.   P.,  and Kouyoumjian,  R.  (1974) An analysis of the radiation from 
apertures in curved surfaces by the geometrical theory of diffraction, 
lEEEProc. .   62(No.   11); 1438-1447. 
  UM». 

73. Mailloux,  R. J.  (1977) Phased array aircraft antennas for satellite communica- 
tion.  Microwave Journal,   20(No.   10):38-42, 
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Using the results one can express the radiation pattern of elementary slots or arrays 

on cylinders in terms of the radiation into three distinct regions depending upon 

whether the point of observation is in the upper hemisphere (called the illuminated 

region), the lower hemisphere (called the shadow region),  or in the vicinity of the 

horizon (called the transitior region).    The angular extent of the transition region 

is of the order' of (k a)     /0 on each side of the shadow boundary for a cylinder of 

radius a.    Figure 13 illustrates that within the lllumuiated region the axially pola- 

rized radiation for an infinitesimal element has a cos C   element pattern.    More- 

over,   within the important transition region these patterns are modified so +hat 

the circumferentially polarized component does not remain constant, but drops to 

a value of about 0. 7 in field strength,   or -3. 2 dB as compared with its value at the 

zenith,  while for axial polarization the horizon radiation is not zero,   but approxi- 

mately 

0. 38 k  a 
o 

1/3 
[10} 

Thus,   for a thin slot with circumferential polarization the horizon gain is inde- 

pendent of the size of the cylinder,   but for an axially polarized slot the horizon 
_ 1 y .1 

gain varies directly as a function of (k a)       ' .    For cylinders of radius a 

approaching 50 A,   the horizon field is thus approximately 23 dB below zenith gain. 

These results are important to aircraft antenna design for SATCOM communi- 

cation because such systems emphasize high gain coverage very close to the hori- 

zon.    The above pattern levels indicate 3. 2 dB loss for the   circumferential 

polarization,   but so much, more loss for axial polarization that for an aircraft with 

a fuselage radius of manv wavelengths there is virtually no hope of substantial 

horizon gain in that polarization.    Since most satellites are circularly polarized 

tins means for a circularly polarized array that the one way gain to a satellite is 

reduced by approximately 9, 2 dB oven before considering array effects. 

The remaining factor lending to reduce endfire gain is arrav mutual coupling. 

This  important  phenomenon will  be  discussed  in Section 4  in connection  with 

several specific examples of conformal arrays. 

3,     PRACTICAL PHASED \RRAYS 

The discussion of scanning behavior in the previous section was intende i to 

outline the more important phenomena that occur in all types of arrays.     The need 

to avoid array resonances (or blindness),  and to perform detailed tradeoffs of 

scanned impedance matching are among the mosl important considerations facing 

the array designer. 
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Man}1 other subtle phenomena influence arraj design and ultimate perform- 

ance.    Practical arrays may be confonaal to an aircraft or missile or mounted 

above the earth but in general they are never free from significant interaction with 

some external structure.    Small arrays may have each element pattern substantially 

different because of mutual coupling and edge effects.    Another factor setting  i 

bound on ultimate performance is the amplitude and phase accuracy of the ne.work 

exciting the array.    This topic is considered in Section 3. 1.    Many other considera- 

tions influence the designer's choice of elements and feed network, ana often play 

a dominant role in making the final selection.    Among these are the need to reduce 

array weight,   cost,  or size,  to make the array conformal to some surface,  or to 

obtain very precise or variable pattern control.    Such considerations result in a 

continual increase in the variety of array elements, feed designs and phasing de- 

vices, and often lead the designer to selec- a technology whose behavior is not well 

established or predictable. 

This section outlines some of the choices available to array designers and the 

factors influencing selection of a specific geometry. 

li. 1      Array Errors and Phase Quantization 

The ability of an array to create a desired antenna pattern in space is limited 

by diffraction effects resulting from finite antenna size,  by the fact that the array 

can only approximate a continuous current or aperture distribution b\  a discrete 

function, and by random or correlated errors in the array illumination.    Random 

errors in antennas have been treated by a number of authors,  and some of the re- 

sults are quoted here in order to follow their implication in selection of phase 

controls and power distribution networks,    riemort pattern ripple also contributes 

to phase and amplitude errors in an array but the extent to which that error can be 

treated as random ma\  depend upon the particulars of the configuration. 

In an array with random phase and amplitude errors,  and including randomly 

failed elements, the average sidelobe level far from the beam peak is given b\ 

1(1 -P ) + A2 + P   6 "I 

.15,13 

o F-YT 

I(1  - P    )    4     A- 
(70 

where 

A" is thr amplitude error variance normalized to unit> 

— 2 
(j ~ is the phase error variance 

P . is the prnKihihts  of sur\ p  il for an\  element in the urrav 

.1 
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I]       is the array efficiency 

N      is the total number of elements 

This equation gives the normalized sidelobe level relative to the average array 

gain.    The 'ailed elements in the array are assumed to be randomly located,   and 

the average value of the phase and amplitude errors is assumed to be zero.    The 

sidelobe le  el above should be considered the average of a number of antenna 

patterns,   not the average level of any one antenna. 

The ri-duction in directivity due to these errors is given by: 

D 
D 

1 + A2 + Ö2 
(72) 

Peak sidelobe levels are also given in the literature.    A convenient result is 

obtained when the errors are sufficiently large compared to sidelobes or null 

depths that structured minor lobe radiation is negligible and the statistics of the 

field intensity pattern are described bv a Rayleigh density function.    In this case 
2 13 the probabilitv that a particular- sidelobe level v    is exceeded at any point is: 

Probability (v > v ) =  exp o 

- V 
0 

a   J 
(73) 

wherea    is the average sidelobe level of Eq.  (71). 
15 

Starting with the expression above,  valid at a particular point,   Allen      derives 
2 

the following rule of thumb for the error £ "" allowable for an array with gain (5, 

far sidelobe level 1/K and using element lattice areas 0.5 A  on a side; 

1      (^ 
10 IT    K 

(74) 

which results in an allowable phase error of about 10° when the sidelobe level is 

numerically equal to the gain. 

This important relationship explains why i* is fairly easy to designarrays with 

sidelobes at the Isotropie level,  but to maintain sidelobes of 20 dB below the Iso- 

tropie level would require 1" phase error,   an extremely difficult goal and one 

barely within the present state of the art. 

A digital!;, controlled    1" ' bit phase shifter has 2    phase states separated by 
p 74 

phase steps of _'-  (J   t.    Aliller      has   malvzed the resulting peak and rms sidelobe 

14.    Äliller, C..!.  (1964) Minimizing the effects of phase quantization errors in an 
electronically scanned array,   1'roe.,   I''ti4 Svinp.  on l-.lect romeally Scannet! 
\rra-,   IVchiutiues and Anplualum;.   UADf - tl) ((-B4 - 22a,   l/mFC 
KTHTTTCiriffiss Ai'h,   New  Vork. ^ "^ 



levels for this staircase approximation to the desired linear phase progression and 

has shown the loss in array gain due to the triangui'ii' error distribution is approxi- 

mately 

AG (75) 

which is on the order of 0. 23 for a three  bit phase shifter and 0. 06 for a four bit 

phase shifter.    More significant are the average sidelobe levels which,   based upon 

an average array loss of 2 dB to account for illumination taper and scan degradation 

are: 

RMS Sidelobes  ~ 
(2)2P N 

where N is the "umber of elements in the array.    Fur a one-dimensionally scanned 

array N is the number of phase controls,  and the RMS sidelobe level above is 

measured in the plane of scan.    The net result is to require extreme precision for 

unidimensional scanned arrays.    References 74 and 6 give curves showing this side- 

lobe level for various phase shifter bits "P" and N up to 10, 000 elements.    For 

-u'i dB mis sidelobes an array of 1000 elements requites n-bit phase shifters,  but 

an an ly of 10, 000 elements can maintain 50 dB sidelobes with only 3-phase bits. 

Of greater signuicance to antenna design is that the phase errors have a 

periodic variation across the array and tend to collimate as individual side!obes, 

called phase qrantization sidelobes,   which are much larger than the cms levels. 

A detailed discussion of thjs phenomenon is given in Ref.  6,  pp 14-42, along with 

simple formulas for evaluating the resulting lobes.    A perfectly triangular quantiza- 
p 

tion error causes a quantization lobe level of 1/2   ,   which gives -30 dB for 5-bit 

phase shifters.    Kef.  u shows that for discrete phase shifters the error is not 
75 

triangular,   and Brown      shows that the maximi'm quantization lobe can be sub- 

stantially larger. 

One solution to the peak quantization lobe problem as suggested bv Miller and 

in a more recent paper by Fuck'     is to dtcorrel.ite the phase shifter errors.    De- 

correlation occurs naturally in space fed arrays,   where the phase shifters collimate 

the beam as well as steer it.    In such arrays the phase error is distorted from the 

triangular shape and the quantization lobe is substantially reduced. 

75. ßrown,   J.   (1970)  quoted  in  Skolnik.    Radar Handbook,      11:39-40. 

76, Cheston,   T. C.   (1972) Beam steering of planar phased arrays in Phased Array 
Antennas,  Oliner and Knittel,  Eds., Artech House,  Dedham,  STassaehusetts. 
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Alternatively,  in an array with in-phasc p-wer :'i/i.i.on one can introduce a 

phase error into each path and then progra.n Vic pha. .'  shifter to remove thü error 

in addition to steering the beam.    Optirpizing this err:1" c.'n reduce the peak side- 

lobes verv close to the rms sideiobe level, but this    ■ ,   . Jv ■-■ation must be carefully 

accounted for in the array design. 

An entirely different solution to the quantization lobe problem is often achieved 

at the system level by recycling all the phase shifters between consecutive radar 

pulses or between transmit and receive.    This process,  called beam dithering, 

consists of adding a fixed phase shift to the phase command and re-computing phase 

shifts.    The net result is to change all the phase states so that the quantization is 

made differently for each pulse (or between transmit and receive).    By following 

this procedure one can use simple row-column steering but introduce randomness 

into the quantization steps to reduce the peak quantization lobes. 

3.2     Array Elements 

Array elements usually fall into one of the categories described in Section 2. 2. 

They are some form of dipole or slot,   whether excited by a waveguide or trans- 

mission line.    Waveguide arrays,  though heavy,  tend to have low loss,  good band- 

width and relatively graceful scan degradation.    They also have been the subject of 

numerous design studies,  and so their behavior is well documented and predictable. 

Examples of specific waveguide element design are the studies of Wheeler, '   ' 

wherein matching networks were derived using waveguide transmission circuits 

like that shown in Figure 14 consisting of dielectric slabs mounted in and above the 
7 9 

waveguide.    The later studies of McGill and Wheeler      introduced the use of a di- 

electric sheet,  often called a \\ AIM (Wide Angle Impedance  Matching) sheet to pro- 

duce a susceptance variation with scan angle that partially cancels the scan mis- 

match of the array face.    These early studies were based upon the grating lobe 

series approximation (and assumed only a single waveguide mode) and so did not 

properly account for array blindness effects.    That does not reduce their utility for 

design purposes however, because the best designs occur in a region far (in angle) 

from such resonances.    Another significant influence in waveguide array design was 

77. Wheeler,  H. A.   (1968) A systematic approach to the design of a radiator ele- 
ment for a phased array antenna,  Proc.  IEEE,   56:1940-1951. 

78. Wheeler,   H.A.   (1972) A survey of the ^imulaior technique for designing a 
radiating element,  (Olincr and Knittel,  Eds. , ) in Array .Antenna,  Proceed- 
ings of the  197Ü Phased Array Antenna Symposium,  Aiiech House Inc. , 
Uedham,  Massachusetts. 

79. McGill,  E.G.,  and Wheeler,  H.A.  (1966) Wide-angle impedance matching of 
a planar array antenna bv a dielectric sheet,  IEEE Trans. , 
AP-14(No.   1); 19-53. 
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69 the work of Knittel,       described in more detail in Section 2,   who showed that at 

any operating frequency one could always reduce the mter-element spacing to 

avoid a blindness condition.    This does not mean that all waveguide elements can 

be made to scan equally well by reducing spacing,  lor in fact certain structures are 

much more subject to nulling problems,  and so incur severe mismatch problems 

at much smaller scan angles than others at any given spacing.    Examples of this 

are structures with extern il loading,   heavy dielectric loading or baffles or pro- 

truding dielectric elements.    In addition to WAIM dielectric sheets,  the work of 
62 Lee and Jones      showed that waveguide irises can also be used to produce good 

scan match over very wide angles and can even eliminate an array blindness that 

was present in the unloaded waveguide array.    By far the most common practice 

to date has been to use relatively standard waveguide elements,  and to devote a 

substantial effort to frequency and scan matching the elements using conventional 

microwave networks within the waveguides.    There are numerous computer codes 

for evaluating scan variation of these basic elements,  and indeed some for sim- 

plifying the scan matching. 
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Figure  14.    Circular Element for Triangular 
Grid Array (after Wheeler78) 
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One significant recent development in impedance matching of waveguide arrays 

is the synthesis of double tuned response characteristics achieved using dielectric 

loading and a section of waveguide below cutoff.    Figure 15 shows a cross section 

of the geometry synthesized by this procedure      including a loaded rectangular 

waveguide (phase shifter), a transformer to circular guide, two dielectric disks, 

and an unloaded section of guide that is below cutoff      at the operating frequencies. 

RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE 

CIRCULAR 
CROSS SECTION 

Figure 15. Doubly Tuned 
Waveguide Array Element 
(after Lewis et al'°) 

Dipole arrays have also received substantial attention, and have generally 
82 

graceful scan properties when properly designed.    The survey article by Stark 

summarizes much of the early data on dipole arrays including studies at Lincoln 

Laboratory of a 10 X  10 array of slot-fed dipoles and the development of several 

thicker dipole elements. 

Apart from coaxially fed dipole arrays and open-ended waveguide arrays,  there 

are a number of other elements,  each designed to suit some special application. 

Among these is a large class of stripline and microstrip   radiating elements. 

Stripline elements can be developed with bandwidth up to an octave,  and can be 

combined with precision circuitry for low sidelobe pattern control.    Microstrip 

elements have far less bandwidth, but low-cost,  lightweight designs can have good 
R '^ 

pattern characteristics.    A recent report by Hall and James      describes a variety 

of low profile array elements.    Figure 16 shows one means of exciting flush mounted 

stripline  slot antennas.     Often these  elements  are  isolated  from the   rest of the 

80. 

81. 

Lewis,   L. R.,  Kaplan,   L. J. ,  and Hänfling,   J. D.   (1974) Synthesis of a wave- 
guide phased array element,  IEEE Trans.,   AP-22(No.  4):536-540. 

Craven, Cl.  (1970) Waveguide below cutoff:   a new type of microwave integrated 
circuit,  Microwave J. ,    13:51-58. 
  win. 

82.    Stark,   L.   (1972) Comparison of array element types,   1'hased Array Antennas, 
Artech House,  Dcdham,  Massachusetts. 

83. [all,   P.S. ,  and James,  J. K.  (1968) Survey of design techniques for flat 
file microwave antennas and arrays,   Hadio and Fleet ronic Fngineer, 
48(No.   ll):549-565. 
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stripline medium by plated-through holes or rivets that form a cavity as shown in 

the figure, and which serve to suppress higher order modes. 

CONDUCTOR 
_ SLOT 

uPEF.TURE 

STRIPLINE CENTER CONDUCTOR 

Figure 16.    Stripline Slot Radiator 

Figure  17a   shows one common type of stripline printed uipole.    This design, 
84 due to Wilkinson,       uses a metallization on two sides of a microstrip line to pro- 

duce a complete dipole fed by a two-wire line in the plane of the dipoles.    This 

dipole and printed circuit distribution network is fabricated by two photographic 

exposures using a two-sided printed circuit board,  and so is an example of low cost 

technology.    The array was mounted a quarter wavelength above a ground plane and 

uniformly illuminated by a reactive power divider to form a pencil beam. 

Another convenient circuit for dipole design,   shown in Figure  17b,   is des- 

cribed in a report by Hanley and Perini   '   and is a printed stripline folded dipole 

with a Schiffman balun.    One major advantage of this element is that it is printed in 

a single process,  all on one side of a circuit board and so is relatively inexpensive 

to produce. 

Several very broadband elements have been described in the literature.    Among 

these, the broadest band is the flared notch antenna (Figure  18) studied by Lewis 

et al,       which exhibits up to octave band when used in an array, but needs careful 

84. Wilkinson,  \\. C.   (1974) A class of printed circuit antennas,  IEEE AP-S, 
Int.   Symp. 

85. Hanley. G. H. ,  and Perini,  H.H.  (FUiO) Column Network Study for a Planar 
Array Lsed W ith an Unattended  Kadar,   KADC-T K-80-191,   Final HepoFt. 



design for any given array configuration because of the possibility of array blind- 

ness effects for critical frequencies and scan angles. 

DIELECTRIC            ^j. 
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B   PRINTED STHIPIINE FOLDED DIPOLE AND BALUN 

Figure 17.    Printed Circuit Dipole Configurations 
(a) Printed Pipole (after WilkinsonöS) 
(b) Folded Dipole 

One of the continuing needs of future array technology is the development of 

truly low cost,  lightweight arrays,   but  the task of lowering array cost has proven 

far more than an exercise in efficient production techniques.    It now seems that 

such arrays will only be practical 'Alien elements,   phase shifters,  and transmission 
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lines can all be assembled automatically.    A dramatic stride in this direction is 

the microstrip and associated feed networks.    Figure 19 shows a sketch of the 

basic microstrip "patch" element,  a recta igular sheet of conducting metal sus- 

pended in close proximity to a metallic gn J id plane,  and usually formed by etching 

the copper from one side of the printed circuit board.    The conducting patch is ex- 

cited by a microstrip transmission line as shown in the figure or by a coaxial line. 

The basic patch element      has been analyzed by a number of authors and its radia- 

tion model depicted in Figure 19 assumes the element to radiate as two slots 

separated by a half wavelength in the dielectric medium.    This and other varieties 

of microstrip element have been the subject of many detailed theoretical investiga- 

tions.    Circuit models of varying degrees of complexity have been developed by 

Lo,       Carver,       and Dorneryd  '   while integral equation and moment method 
analysis have been proposed by a number of other authors. '    ' 

Figure 18.    Flared Notch Array Elements (after Lewis et al"6) 

The primary reasons for using microstrip radiators are to take advantage of 

the low fabrication cost achieved by etching elements and transmission lines, and 

to produce very low profile array elements. Measured against these criteria the 

patch element is unexcelled.    Unfortunately the basic patch is narrow band,  with 

(Due to the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here. 
See References,  page 115.) 
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MICROSTRIP PATCH RADIATOR SIMPLIFIED TWO-SLOT RADIATION MODEL 

Figure 19,    Microstrip Patch Radiator (after Munson^") 

percentage bandwidth given approximately by 

Af 100 
f 5 t f (77) 

where t is the thickness (in centimeters),  for the air-loaded patch.    In addition, the 

element has a directive element pattern because it is a half wavelength long and so 

is not suited to wide-angle scan,   A number of very creative microstrip elements 

have been developed to address some of these needs.   Figure 20 shows a square patch 

design for radiating circular polarization,  a shorted rectangular patch for producing 

a much wider element pattern in the scan plane,  and a combination of shorted patches 

that radiates circular polarization and is the microstrip equivalent of crossed slot 
92 

radiators.    '  Many other microstrip radiators have found practical application.   Of 
93 

these,  the most significant is the circular disk radiator ol Howell      (Figure 20d) 

which can be excited by a microstrip line but which also is very suitably excitedfrom 

below the ground plane,  as shown in the figure.    Still other transmission line media 

offer advantages for array use in a variety of applications.    Figure 21 shows ex- 

amples of slotline and coplanar stripline antenna elements referenced by Greizer, 
!M 

92. Sanford, Ci. ,  and Klein,   L.   (1979) Increasing the beamwidth of a microstrip 
radiating element,  Intl.  Symp.   Digest,  pp 126-129,   Antennas and 1'ropaga 
tion Society,  Univ. of Washington. 

93. Howell,  J.Q.  (1975) Microstrip antennas,  IEEE Trans.,   AF-23:90-93. 

94. Greiser,  J,   (1976) Coplanar stripline antennas.   Microwave .lournal. 
19(No.   10):47-49. 
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Figure 20.    Useful Microstrip Radiator Typos 
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Figure 21.    Two Printed Circuit Radiators 
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3.3     Passive Components for Arrays:   Polarizers and Feed Networks 

The trends toward greater flexibility,  more accurate pattern controls and light 

weight compact array structures are also affecting the type of components used in 

arrays.   This section lists some of the passive components used to control radiated 

polarization and to provide power distribution networks for precise pattern synthesis. 

Waveguide polarizers using a probe or obstacle to excite both polarizations and 

some variation of a quarter wave plate to produce the requisite ±  90° delay for 

circular polarization have long been used as phased array components.    Recent ad- 

vances in this direction have stressed broadband performance and polarization 

flexibility.    A dual frequency waveguide polarizer,  recently developed bv Crone et 
95 

al     for a reflector feed,  which provides good circular polarization over two-500 

MHz bands with lower frequencies of 12 and 14 GHz typifies the advanced state of 

this art,  although is too large for array use.    Other waveguide polarizers in cur- 
96 

rent use include the tapered septum polarizer     for converting linear to circular 

polarization which operates over about a 2 to 5 percent bandwidth and the stepped- 

septum polarizer of Chen and Tssndoulas,  a three-port device thai allows polariza- 
97 tion agility over at least 20 percent bandwidth with isolation greater than 26 dB. 

Often it is less expensive to insert a polarizer in front of the whole array,  and 

this is a customary solution for non-scanned arrays.    The earliest polarizer of that 

type is a grid of quarter wave plates,  but a much more popular recent solution is 
98 

th«. use of meander line polarizers following the vvork of Matthai et al. 

Power divider networks for array feeds must be extremely precise to synthe- 

size low sidelobe radiation patterns.    Other requirements often impose extreme 

high power specifications,  and still others demand very lightweight or compact 

construction practices.    Waveguide and coaxial line corporate feed networks are 

most often used for high power arrays but the increasing ease and quality of strip- 

line construction has niade stripline the medium of choice for many new array de- 

velopments.    Often it is convenient to produce hybrid combinations of waveguide, 

coaxial line,  and stripline to take advantage of inexpensive stripline network tech- 

niques for lower' power sections of the array while using waveguide or coaxial line 

at the high power regions of the feed network. 

95. Crone,  G.A.E.,  Adatia,   N. ,  Watson,   H. K. .  and Dang,   N.   (1980) Corrugated 
waveguide polarizers for high performance feed systems,  IKl'K Al'-S, 
Int.  Svmp. 

96. Davis,  1).,  Diglandomenico, <>..).,  and Kempic,  J.J.A.  (1967) A new type of 
circularly polarized antenna element,   ll.l.K C-Al' Sym^.   Digest,  pp 2-2'A. 

97. Chen,  IU. 11. ,  and Tsandoulas, G. N,   0973* A wideband square waveguide 
array polarizer. IEEE Trans,. A£Cä1.
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98. Mathai,  Ci. ,   Young,   L, ,  and Jones,   K.iM.T.   ( 1964) Microwave Kilters. 
Impedance Matching Networks and Coupling Structure,   New York, 
lUcGraw-Hill,   Chapter 9. 
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Precise feed synthesis requires both equal and unequal power dividers.    The 

most commonly used stripline components are reactive tee power dividers, branch 

line couplers, parallel coupled line,  and in-line power dividers.   Although simplest 

and least expensive to construct,  reactive tee power divider networks have no 

isolated port and hence offer serious mismatch and isolation problems when used 

to feed mismatched elements.    Reactive corporate feed networks are therefore use- 

ful mainly for fixed beam arrays or for power division in the unscanned plane of 
99 

arrays with one plane of scan.    Single section     branch line couplers occupy an 

area approximately   A/4 square and are most useful for coupling ranges from 3 to 

9 dB.    These couplers are easily fabricated using a conventional stripline by 

machining or etching the center conductor.    Parallel coupled stripline power dividers 

for loose coupling (>  10 dB) can also be designed from conventional stripline using 

side coupled parallel lines, but tighter coupling requires the use of three-layer 

stripline for broadside coupled lines (3 to 6 dB coupling) or variable overlap 

couplers for intermediate valutas.    Single section parallel coupled power dividers 

are A/4 long but occupy less area than branch line hybrids.    Another likely choice 
99 

for array feed networks is the \Vilkinson      in-line power divider or its impedance 

compensated derivative,  the spijt tee power divider. Single section Wilkinson 
f 

power dividers are A/4 long for equal power division and A/2 long for unequal power 

division.    Split tee power dividers have an extra stage of impedance matching and 

so are longer by approximately A/4,  although they have the advantage of wider 

bandwidth. 

In-line power dividers have excellent broadband characteristics in comparison 

with branch and coupled line hybrids because the coupling ratio is determined by 

relative impedance ratios,  not line length.    Similarly,  in-line hybrids are in-phase 

power dividers and so there is little phase error introduced with frequency change. 

The output port ; of branch and coupled line hybrids have substantially different 

phases (7r/2 foi  equal power division) and,   although this can b:1 compensated at 

center frequency,  networks uf these hybrids tend to be very narrow band relativ« 

to in-line hybrids.    Typical bandwidths for individual in-line hybrids can reach an 

octave.     The selection of power division networks is critical to array design and 

the choice can vary substantial!.')  with the application.    The following two develop- 

ments illustrate this point. 

An example of a modern stripline array feed design is the dual   shaped beam 
85 eolumn array synthesis b\  llanlev and Perini, 1 he requirements lor this array 

was to infiii U\M independent,   shaped,   elevation beams,  a lower pencil beam and an 

99,    Howe,  il.   (1974) Stripline Circuit Design,  Artech Mouse,  Im 
Dedham,   Massachusetts. 

100.    1'arad,  1..!..  and Moynihan.   li. 1..   (1965) Split tee power div'der,  lEKK Trans. 
MTT-13:91-95. 
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upper beam with an approximate esc    pattern.    The network forms the lower beam 

using a combination of two orthogonal beams and the upper beam using a weighted 

combination of six other orthogonal beams.    Beam orthogonality allows the proper 

array weighting to be accomplished with lossless networks.    The resulting column 

network,  shown in Figure 22,  is composed of two- and three-branch stripline power 

dividers,  some with interchanged output lines to give a wide range of coupling 

values.    Branch line couplers were chosen in preference to coupled line devices 

because of the convenience of using two-layer stripline board for fabrication while 

maintaining a wLia enough range of coupling values.    Three-branch couplers were 

used for coupling values up to 6. 7 dB because of their wideband performance,  but 

for higher coupling values two-branch couplers were used to avoid etching very fine 

stripline conductors.    The series feed network required 43 different coupler de- 

signs ranging from 3.4 dB to 1? dB.    Another practical innovation incorporated into 

this circuit comes from the recognition that the effective electrical length of a 

branch line coupler is equal to its physical length only at design frequency.    The 

slope of the insertion phase of a coupler is greater than that of an uncoupled line 

and the greater the coupling the greater the slope.  Thus the bandwidth of this series 

fed branch line coupler network was broadened by adding line lengths before each 

clement that did not simply equate total path length,  but approximately equated the 

total slope of the phase frequency curve at each clement.    This network formed the 

requisite beams with less than 1. 05 dB loss over 15 percent bandwidth at 1. 3 GHz. 

A second illustration of modern feed technology is the corporate stripline feed 

for a low sidelobe fixed beam array at l.-hand. This study reported the 

development of a split tec stripline coupler power divider network for a very large 

I.-band array operating over the frequency range !i00 to 1400 iMllz,  and consisting 

of B rows of 36 elements each.    The corporate feeds were constructed of stripline 

with the center conductor machined by a computer controlled milling machine to 

produce a -55 dB Chebyshev "taper" (including the effects of mutual coupling).    To 

achieve such accurate pattern control over a wide frequency  range the design used 

split tee power dividers and relatively low coupling values throughout the feed.    To- 

ward this end Winchell compared binary and non-binary networks for producing the 

severe taper.    Two of the networks are shewn in Figure 23,   with coupling values for 

the lossless couplers   indicated on the figure.   Thebinary network leads to necessarily 

high coupling values (and thus to relatively narrow band couplers with faster phase 

101. 

102. 

Winchell,  S.G,  (B'TiM A Performance Analysis of Broadband Low Suielobe 
Array Antennas.   Report No.  N60921-79-C-A236-100. Naval Surface Weapons 
Center, Uahlgren,  Virginia 

Fvans,  G.K.,  and Winchell, S. G.   (1979) A wide-band ultra-low sidelobe antenna. 
I'roreedings of the  1 t'i't1 Antenna Applications Symposiam. 
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Figure 22.    Strip Line Column Array (after Hanley and Perini05) 

slopes).    Couplers with less than 4 dB coupling have puase and amplitude differ- 

ences within ±  0.03 dB and ±  0. IS0 over the 55 percent bandwidth,   and 5 dB 

couplers have differences within ±   0. 1 dB amplitude and ±   0. 5" phase.    Couplers 

with higher coupling values had much poorer broadband performance.    Non-binary 

networks, or partially binary (such as the one in Figure 23b) can have lower coupler 

values,  but they have significantly unequal path lengths which must be equalized by 

additional compensating lines to improve the broadband response.    The final design 

had all couplers less than 4.4 dB with the exception of 5. 1 dB couplers feeding the 

outer six elements on each side of the array.    The completed array shown in Fig- 

ure 24 demonstrated better than 36 dli peak and 48 dH UIUS sidelobcs over about 

45 percent bandwidth.    The author has computed tin- results of several minor 

modifications to the distribution network,  and indicates that these would result in 

an improvement in performance approaching 45 dB peak and 55 dB  KMS sidelobes 

over the same bandwidth. 

3.1       \ii.i)  Phase Control 

A number of recent references have described array phasing devices and phase 

shifter networks in great detail.    Therefore, this subject will be treated only brief- 

ly here.    In addition, the topic of time delay devices for arrays is omitted because 

the primary components used to date are switched transmission lines and governed 

by the same critical components as phase shifters. 
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Phasing networks are most often implemented at the Kl- operating frequencv 

because this is usually the most efficient process.    Notable exceptions use phase 

shifters at intermediate frequencies and up-convert to UK      '        with amplifiers 

to improve efficiency.    In addition many ingenious intermediate frequenc,\ phase 

scanning systems have used harmonically derived phase shifts or frequency dis- 

placed signals across an array tu produce time varying beam positions (see Refer- 

ence 10;")).   Systems of tins type are described in the literature and their operation 

is beyond the scope of tins paper.    There are also new system concepts that utilize 

optical fibers, phase locked oscillators, '      or spatial frequency components  ' 

to synthesize  radiation patterns.     Ki  phase shifters have also been described m 

substantial detail in other references " and so are only treated here to outline 

(Due to the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here. 
See References, page llä. I 
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Figure 24,    L-Band Low Sidelobe Array (Courtesy of Westinghouse 
Corporation) 

the choices open to the design engineer-.    In general, diode phase shifters dominate 

the frequency range below  2 i\\\v and ferrites arc usually selected above 5 GHz. 

Diode phase shifters are compact and very light in weight compared to ferrite de- 

vices and so ace gaining p ipularity in lightweight array configurations through 

15 GHz, often in combination with low cost monolithic microstrip antenna circuits. 

At present the most popular type.-, of diode phase shifter designs for arrays are 

the hybrid coupled, switched tine, and loaded line phase shifters using PIN diodes. 

These three fundamental networks are shown in Figure 25,    Hybrid and loaded line 

(transmission) phase shifters require two diodi s per bit,  and switched line phase 

shifters require tour per bit.    Switched line hybrids also have grater insertion loss 

and an undesirable phase dependence with freq     ■:< \ thai usually makes them un- 

suitable for low sidelobe  irray control.    However, they do possess distinct advan- 

tages i" " i .  ::■    ad compactn iss, and have been used successfully in monolithic 

microstri] n  s for in i.    Hybrid and transmission phase shifters have 

lower loss   ind bcttoi ■ ■ i'formance.     \n S-band striplinu hybrid phase 

shifter is reported b\  White ive   m average phase error of onh  3    over 

idwidth,     1 lu     li ■   nit 0. ;;dl. ■ loss from 3.0 I 

\ 



3. 5 GHz and was tested to high power burnout at 4 kW peak with 0, 1 msec pulses 

and 0. 05 duty cycle.    Insertion los« for X-band and Ku-band phase shifters was 

about 2 and 3 dB. 

OUT 

A.  HYBRID COUPLED REFLECTION PHASE SHIFTER M=£.li,-t2) 

B. SWITCHED LINE PHASE SHIFTER 

■OOUT 

C   LOADED LIME (TRANSMISSION) PHASE SHIFTER 

figure 25.    Diode Phase Shifter Circuits 

Broadband, low sidelobe array designs are possible using Schlffman phase 

shifters because this phase shifter produces nearly constant phase shift over ex- 

tremely wide frequency ranges.    White        gives data for a 90° bit over a frequency 

ratio of 2. 27:1. 

A precise,  low sidelobe array developed by Tsandoulas        used six bit diode 

phase shifters developed by Microwave Associates and achieved phase tolerance 

limits of less than 0. 9°  rms for the 90 and 180° bits,   0. 4° for 45°.   22. 5° and 

11.233 bits,  and 0.2° for the 5.625° bit.    These remarkable results were achieved 

in a practical testbed array described in Section 4. 

113.    Tsandoulas,  G. N.   (1980) Unidimensionallv scanned phased arrays,  IEEE Trans. 
AP-28(No.   l);86-98. 
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Ferrite phase shifters have been built to operate up to 60 GHz and possess 

excellent characteristics for many phased array applications.    Several recent 

survey articles and an annotated bibliography summarize progress in this 

field and list numerous references to devices and to the fundamental theory of 

ferrite phasor operation.    Non-reciprocal ferrite phase shifters include early twin 

slab designs (Figure 26a) that require a transverse switched external magnetic field 

and the well known toroid designs (Figure 26b) that use a longitudinal wire to drive 

the ferrite magnetization to saturation as in a latching phase shifter,  or to various 

points on the magnetization curve with flux drive circuitry.    Typical digital latching 

phase shifters can have bandwidth in excess of 10 percent and insertion loss between 

0. 5 and 1 dB.    Power levels can vary from 1 kW to as much as 150 kW peak and 

average power levels to 400 W.    Latching phase shifters have switching times un 

the order of one microsecond and have become standard throughout the industry. 

Flux drive circuits with toroidal phase shifters allow for analog phase settings, 

and so need not be restricted to specific phase bit values.    The major disadvantage 

of these non-reciprocal phase shifters is the need to reset them between transmit 

and receive functions for radar application. 

CONDUCTOR 
FOR 
LATCHING PULSE 

y 

S     I" 
A.  DUALSLAB 

B. TOROID 

Figure 26.    Dual Slab and Toroid Ferrite Phase Shifters 

114. Ince,  W. J,,  and Temme,  U.U.   (1969) Phasers and time delay elements,  in 
Advances in Microwaves,   4:2-183. 

115. Whicker,   L, K. ,  and Young,   C.W.   (1978) The evolution of ferrite control com- 
ponents.  Microwave Journal,    21(No.   ll):33-37. 

116. Whicker,   L. R. ,  and Bolle,   D.M.   (1975) Annotated literature survey of micro- 
wave lernte control components and materials for 1968-1974,  IEEE Trans. , 
MTT-23(No.   11):908-L18. 
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Among several varieties of reciprocal ferrite phase shifters the dual-mode 

phase shifters have replaced Reggia-Spencer phase shifters which have been found 

to have low values of phase shift per wavelength.    Dual mode phasors are Faraday 

rotation devices that convert a linearly polarized incident waveguide mode to cir- 

cularly polarized energy using a nonreciprocal ferrite quarter wave plate,  phase 

shift the energy by Faraday rotation,  and then convert it back to linear polai ization. 

A signal from the opposite direction is converted to circular polarization of the 

opposite sense but since the direction of propagation and polarization are both 

opposite it incurs the same reciprocal phase shift.    Dual mode phase shifters are 

very competitive with toroid phase shifters and have average power levels up to 

1. 5 kW at S-band and peak powers to 150 kW.    Insertion loss can be 0. 6 dB through 

X-band.    Switching speed can be on the order of tens of microseconds for a latched 
112 design depending on the application.    The reference by Ince        compares specific 

phasor examples for S-band through Ka band. 

One other important reciprocal phase shifter which is very competitive for a 

restricted set of applications is the analog rotary-field phase shifter of Boyd. 

This phase shifter is based on the principle of the commercial rotary-vane phase 
1   1  Q 

shifters after Fox, and uses a ferrite rod of circular cross section fitted with 
a slotted stator in which are wound two sets of coils that each generate a four-pole 

field.    In comparison to the well known rotating half wave plate of the Fox phase 

shifter, the stator windings produce a rotating four-pole field distribution,  with the 

orientation of the principal axes proportional to the coil driving current values. 

The DC distribution in the ferrite serves to rotate a virtual half wave plate that is 

converted to a phase shift just as is the mechanical half wave plate rotation of the 

^ox phase shifter.    This circuit has the disadvantages of requiring watts of drive 

power per phase shifter and having relatively long switching times (200-500 /isec). 

Its advantage for many applications far outweigh these advantages because it has 

nearly dispersionless phase shift that can be maintained within a degree or two over 

substantial bandwidths, has insertion loss well under 1 dB, and can handle very high 
peak and average power levels.   An S-band model operates at 90 kW peak,  3 kW 

average power,  0. 5 dB insertion loss,  and phase tracking within ±   1.5° over about 

9 percent bandwidth. 

117. Boyd,  C. R.  (1977) Analog rotarv-field ferrite phase shifters.  Microwave 
journal,   20(No.   12):41-43. 

118. Fox,  A.G.   (1947) An adjustable waveguide phase changer,   Proc.   IRE, 
35:1489-1498. 



i.     THE \ \R1ETY OF ARRAY CONCEPTS AM) TECHNOLOO 

The survey by Stark    emphasized large ground based phased arrays for sur- 

veillance radar systems.    These systems have not become less important,  but 

this is a period of such dramatic growth in smaller arrays designed to satisfy 

special requirements that the properties of strategic arrays have been deemphasized 

in this summary.    This section describes techniques for a number of important re- 

quirements,   including very low sidelobe arrays,   conformal arrays and arrays for 

hemispherical coverage,  hybrid array-reflector and array-lens techniques for 

limited sector coverage,  various lightweight antenna techniques,   and ultra wide- 

band technology for large arrays. 

The arrays described in this section are all quite different in their design, 

function,  and characteristics.    Hybrid scan antennas in general perform no function 

that cannot be performed better by conventional phased arrays; but they satisfy 

their requirements for the lowest possible cost.    Printed circuit array antennas, 

microstrip,  strip line, or other media such as coplanar strip line have inherently 

no better performance than waveguide arrays,  have more serious tolerance re- 

quirements,  and fundamentally lower power transmitting capabilities;   but again 

are much cheaper and also lighter weight than waveguide arrays and therefore suit 

many applications that are not satisfied by conventional waveguide or coaxial arrays. 

Use of these new transmission media implies a relatively important change in the 

technology,  for it impacts bandwidth,   scanning performance,   and oth( r arr 

characteristics,  including even the way phase controls are designed and fabric; '■ d. 

Hemispherical coverage and wide band arrays both require markedly different tech- 

niques than conventional planar arrays.    Finally there is a whole class of arrays 

designed for extremely fine pattern control.    It is this area that is perhaps the most 

important new technological requirement to be met by future array systems,   and 

one that is not well addressed by present day technology.    The development of arraj ä 

with deterministic or adaptive control of very deep,  broad band pattern nulls or 

extremely low sidelobes over wide bandwidths will require advances well beyond the 

techniques described in this survey,   and will be a major stimulus to array tech- 

nology for a number of years. 

4.1      Currenl  rechnology lor Radar Arrays 

Antenna arrays for strategic radars have reached an advanced state of maturity. 

For example,  the PAVE PAWS radar system has a solid state I HF array shown 

under' construction in Figure 27.    Fach of the two array faces contains 2677 antenna 

elements,   with 17 92 active elements and 885 dumm>  elements occupying tin» filled 

aperture of approximately (2, 5-ft diameter'.    Each face transmits 585 k\\  peak and 

145 k\V average power. 

■•Tillllf-lt-l.llihlrilMI 



Figure 27.    PAVE PAWS Array (Courtesy of Raytheon Company) 

Tactical radars face the more severe demands implied by transportability and 

'3rformance in a hostile environment,  and yet they must be inexpensive,  because 

u'. the need to field a relatively large number of each type.    One example of current 

tactical radar technology is the Patriot array (Figure 28),  a space fed C-band array 
7,119 of 5161 elements that has separate transmit and receive pencil beam feeds.   ' 

The radar is a mobile multifunction radar developed by Raytheon Corporation. In 

addition to the main array radar, the system also includes five sidelobe canceller 

arrays. 

The Firefinder system includes the AN/TPQ-37 artillary locating radar and 

the smaller AN/TPQ-36 mortar locating radar.    Both radars scan 90° sectors in 

the azimuth plane.    The AN/TPQ-36 tracks in azimuth and elevation by sequential 

lobing using ferrite phase shifters for azimuth scan and frequency dispersive slot 

arrays for a few degrees of elevation scan.    The AN/TRQ-37 uses monopulse track- 

ing with diode phase controls for scan in azimuth and a few degrees of elevation. 

119.    Barton. D.K.  (1978) Radar technology for the 1980ls,  Microwave Journal, 
21(No.   il):81-86. 
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Figure 28.     I'iilrn't Array (Courtesy of  KavUieon (. ompany) 

'L'lu-  KAH (iOlectronically  Ayilc  l-iadar) arra\- (l-'igiu-o 29) is a  multifunction air- 

born'   I'-iHai-   mtenna (ievclopcd b>  U ostinghcuse C'oi'poration.    The i'.Wi  intonna lias 

11; 1 a pha ;r  sliii'tcrs and was dc\CIOPIMI as a eonstrainod fed at'ray v.ith a/umit'n and 

III \ it ion beam  sti.'t'ring via the phase shifters and drivers which a re mteii rated intc 

the  i-adiatinj.' elemenl . 

The Ax/Tl'S-än is a  solid state array  radar with a  planar arra\  ut  fr!   row   feed 

net iDi'ks to form a paiuil bearn thai   is steered in elevation (figure  'id).    Tin   , i i-ray 

is  rol ited in t lie aziniuth |)lane to |)rovide azimuth and el evattlon eo\ era^e,     I  d't\ - 

fmir solid state t ransmittei's and reiadNaT'S   i i'e housed behind the array,   «an' I'lir 

eaeh  row.    Tile entire ele\ ition  rangi' is si aimed in less than 0. i  sac,     l/nh rev, 

is fed b\   20 transistorized powci' amplifier' modules operating  in parallel tu   ■■ luevi 

a  [jeak outpul of nearly  'iä kW   lor   the   entire array.     Kleetronii   eontrn!  .ill-iwsthe 
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vertical beamwidth to be varied as a function of elevation angle,   while azimuth 

rotation is at 6 and 12 rpm.    The row feed is a lightweight single layer stripline 

circuit.    The antenna is 30 ft by  15 ft,  has a transmit gain of 38. 9 dH,  an average 

duty cycle of 18 percent,  and sidelobe levels less than -25 dB. 

A major antenna development for shipboard radar is the Navy's Aegis program 

with its AN/SPY-1A radar,  a four-faced C-band phased array system.    Each array 

has 4480 elements fed by a waveguide power divider system.    Transmitting and 

receiving functions utilize different array illuminations and subarrays.    The illumi- 

nation is uniform on transmit.    A modified circular Taylor distribution is used on 

receive for the monpulse reference channel with a modified Bayliss for azimuth 

and elevation error channels.    The array is divided into basic modules,   each con- 

taining 32 radiating elements.    Two modules constitute a receiving subarray,   and 

four modules make up a transmitting subarray.     The extensive use of subarraying 

is for trie purpose of array organization,  fabrication,  and to accommodate high 

power amplifiers in the transmit network.    Phase shifters are used at element and 

arrav level and there are au time dela\  units. 

figure 29.     ITect ronicallv   \glle  Kadar (KAK)   \rr,i\ 
Tourtesv of U estinghouse ( orporation) 
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Figure 30.    TPS-59 Array (Courtesy of General Electric Co. ) 

The demands imposed by electronic counter-measures in military systems arc 

leading to antenna systems with mucn lower sidelobes.    The Air Force AVVACS 

antenna system,  an early warning surveillance system,   was the first development 

to address this need.    In addition, the Ultra Low Sidelobe Antenna (ULSA) system 

for the TPS-43 Search Radar (Figure 31) and the Army Hawk antenna system are all 

examples of antennas that scan in the vertical plane and maintain extremely low 

sidelobes in the azimuth plane.    Designed by Westinghouse Corporation, these arrays 

use slotted waveguide row radiators and have multiple or scanned elevation beams. 

Other low sidelobe arrays have been developed using precision stripline feeds 

for wider- band performance. Like the slot array geometries, these 

antennas are mechanically rotated in the azimuth plane, and rely on ultra precise 

row distribution networks for low azimuth sidelobes. Elevation coverage is pro- 

vided electronically,  but with substantially higher elevation plane sidelobes. 

120.    Dahl,  C.G.,  Fogelstrom,  C.E., Gansz, W.U., and Merril,   P. R,  (1979) 
Low-sidelobe tactical radar antenna.    The Ulf!' Antenna Applications 
Symposium,  Univ.  of Illinois,  Urbana, Illinois, 
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Figure 31.    Ultra Low 
Sidelobe Array (ULSA) 

A recent paper by Tsandoulas        describes the development of an array of 

252 waveguide elements arranged in 42 vertical columns and scanned in the azimuth 

plane.    Through careful tolerance control in the power division network and ex- 

tremely accurate phase shifters (see Section 3) the array achieved azimuth scan 

patterns with all but the first sidelobe below -42 dB.    This significant development 

represents the lowest scan plane sidelobes achieved to date. 

4.2     Conformal and Hemispherical Coverage Arravs 

The need for conformal or' low profile arrays For aircraft and missile applica- 

tions,  and for ground based arrays with 'ifiO0 azimuth coverage or hemispherical 

coverage, has grown continually with requirements that emphasize maximum utiliza- 

tion of available spac and minimum cost. 

The earliest and continuing stimulus for cylindrical and circular array develop- 

ment is the need for inexpensive systems with mechanical or elect runic scanning 

having constant gain throughout the 'iBO0 coverage sector.    There are also a number 

of spacecraft and aircraft applications requiring low profile or conformal arrays. 

Cylindrical conformal arravs have been built for despun radiation from spinning 

missiles,  and for omnidirectional coverage in the plane perpendicular to the missile 

axis.    Major developments have been made in arrays conformal to missile and air- 

craft nose cones.     Requirements fur flush-mounted or low profile aircraft antennas 

for satellite communication have been a new stimulus for the development of arrays 

that scan over very wide angles to provide coverages from zenith to horizon.    These 

and other applications have produced a buds  of work that was the primary subject 

of two conferences,   numerous sessions at technical symposia and a Special  Issue oi 

the IEEE/ \1'-S Transactions. -1 
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Several editorial references and surveys that summarized the state of the art 
21 

as of 1974 pointed out directions for ongoing research.    Kummer      listed signifi- 

cant features that distinguish the scanning behavior of conformal and planar arrays. 

Array elements on curved bodies point in different directions,   and so it is 

usually  necessary to turn off those elements that  radiate primarily away from the 

desired direction of radiation.    Moreover one cannot factor an element pattern out 

of the total radiation pattern and so conformal array synthesis is very difficult. 

Mutual coupling problems can be severe and difficult to analyze because of the 

extreme asymmetry of structures such as cones and because of multiple coupling 

paths between elements (for example the clockwise and counterclockwise paths be- 

tween two elements on a cylinder).    Cross polarization effects arise because of the 

different pointing directions for elements on curved surfaces causing the polariza- 

tion vector projections to be nonaligned.    In addition there is a need to use different 

collimating phase shifts in the azimuth plane of a cylindrical array scanned in eleva- 

tion due to the fact that steering in azimuth and elevation planes is not separate. 

Another phenomenon related to mutual coupling is the evidence of ripples on the 

element patterns of cylindrical arrays.    This phenomenon can be explained in terms 

of creeping wave contributions. 

There is a vast literature and history of circular and cylindrical array develop- 

ments,  many of which are described in standard texts, and so will not be de- 
122 

tailed here.    Provencher        lists a number of techniques for feeding circular arrays 

including mechanical or elect conic switching,   lens-switch combinations,   and hybrid 

matrix phase shifter combinations.    Electronic switching schemes vise a bank of 

switches to bring a given illumination taper to one sector of the array (usually a 

90° to 120° arc),  and a set of switches to provide fine beam steering between those 

characteristic positions determined by the sector switching network. 

Several more sophisticated types of electronic switches for circular arrays are 
123 124 

based on a concept originally proposed by Shelton and developed by Sheleg thai 

uses   i matrix fed circular array with fixed phase shifters to excite current modes 

around the array,  while variable phase shifters provide continuous scanning of the 

121. Tillman,   J. T. ,   Jr.   (196») The Theory and Design of Circular Array AnteniMs, 
Univ.  Tennessee Engineering Experimcnl Station Kept. 

122. Provencher,  ,1.11.    (1972) A surve> of circular symmetric arrays,   in Phased 
Array Antennas,   A.   (Miner and (i.   Knittel,   Eds.,   Artech House,   Inc., 
Dedham,   Massachusetl s, 

123. Shelton,   P.  (1965) Application of hybrid matrices to various multimodo and 
multibeam antenna systems,   in IKKK \\ ashingten Chapter I'CIAl' Aleetmg. 

124. Sheleg,   B.  (1968) A matrix-fed circular arras  for continuous scanning, 
lEEEProc,   56(No.   11):2016-2027. 
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radiated beam over 360°.    The geometry is shov.n in Figure 32.    A more recent 
125 

extension of this technique proposed by Skahil and White     '   excites only that part 

of the circular array that contributes to formation of the desired radiation pattern. 

The array is divided into a number of equal sectors and each sector is excited by 

a  Butler matrix and phase shifters.    With cither of these circuits,   sidelobe levels 

can be lowered by weighting the input excitations to the Butler matrix.    The tech- 

nique of Skahil and White was demonstrated by  using an 8  <   8 Butler matrix and 

8 phase shifters to feed four 8-elemenl sec-tors of a 32-eLement array.   The design 

sidelobes were -24 dH and measured data showed sidclobes below -22 dR. 

^ i i ü i ö i it 

 POWER T DIVIDER  

EQUAL LINE 
LENGTHS 

VARIABLE PHASE 
SHIFTERS 

FIXED PHASE 
SHIFTERS 

Figure 32.    Schematic Diagram of a Scanning 
Multimode Array Network (after Shelegl23) 

The radiating properties of circular arrays have also been the subject of more 

detailed studies than other conformal arrays.    It has long been known that cyhndric; 

array problems can be analyzed by use of the symmetry properties of the array. 

125.    Skahil,  G. ,  and White,  W. D.   (1975) A new technique for feeding a cylindrical 
array.   1EBE Trans. ,   AP-13: 253-256. 
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By this means one can avoid the solution of N simultaneous integral equations for 

an N-element circular array and instead solve N independent in+egral equations, 

one lor each of the solutions with periodicity 2rr/N.      Superposition of these N 

solutions yields the complete array solution for any given excitation.    This method 
121 126 has been used by Tillman  "    and Mack   ~    for dipole and monopole arrays,   and 

12 I1 

more  recentlv bv   Borgiotti  ~    for waveguide arrays with active elements covering 
128   129 

a sector on an infinite cylinder.    The results of these and other " " theoretical 

studies have revealed distinct differences between the element patterns of radiators 

in cylindrical and planar- arrays.     The mam distinction is the existence of poten- 

tially severe ripples in cylindrical array element patterns as shown in Figure 33. 

Bureau and Hessell  '     have used asymptotic methods to show that the actual 

radiated pattern can be considered the superposition ot a space wave contribution 

and sever T creeping waves which pr ipagate around the cylinder and radiate away 

from the cylinder in the forward direction.    The space wave and actual patterns are 

shown in the figure for radiation at two different angles 0 measured from the cylin- 

der axis.    These ripples tend to decrease with cylinder radius and to increase with 

frequency.    This feature may ultimatelv limit the synthesis possibilities with 

cylindrical arrays,  and may also reduce the potential for broadband null steering 

with adaptive systems.    Recent work  "    has shown that smoother element patterns 

can be obtained by limiting element spacing to less than XI2. 

Elements on more generally shaped structures including cones       '   '     and 
134 

spheres   "    have been analyzed by a number of authors,   and the use of asymptotic 

techniques like the Geometric Theory of Diffraction have made it possible to ana- 

lyze fully generalized surfaces       '        ,    The recent development of a ray tech- 

nique  '    '   '     called the Periodic Structure Kay Method has shown promise in the 

analysis of mutual coupling effects in large concave arrays. 

One of the more persistent problems is the need for flush-mounted or low pro- 

file aircraft arrays for- satellite communication.    Military requirements for such 

arrays at SHI' and K1IF frequencies dictate high array gam and unusually large 

coverage regions including the entire upper hemisphere for some applications. 

Figure 34 shows several of \hc array configurations that have been considered 

for this application.     The most obvious solution is to simply use a single planar 

array at the top of the aircraft fuselage, but this requires the antenna to scan to 

endfire and hence to incur losses as described in Section 2.    Equation (69) gives the 

ratio of endfire array gainto broadside gain for an array of Isotropie radiators. 

This gain is modified to account for the element patterns of the basic radiators. 

For circularly polarized radiation there is an additional 6 dH loss near the horizon 

(Due to the large number of references cited above,  they will not be listed here 
See References, page 115.) 
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Figure 33.    Element Gain Function 
for Array on a Cylinder (after 
Sureau and HesseF'^) 

20       40        60        80 

ELEMENT GAIN FUNCTION: krn = 185, eft = 0.6 

due to polarization mismatch,  and additional kiss due to mutual coupling effects. 

Gain reductions exceeding  10 dB at the horizon are not uncommon for this design. 

Onv of the first studies of scan matching is the development by Borgiotti and 
128 Balzano,   "     which gives analytical results for an array ol circular apertures on a 

cylinder.    The array length is infinite along the cylinder axis,  and the array ele- 

ments are disposed completely  around the circumference of the cylinder,  but only 

the elements occupying a given sector of the cylinder are excited. 

Borgiotti and Balzano describe the phenomenon of scanning on a cylinder,  and 

present  results for the array matched at HO'"' from zenith.    Their circumferential 

plane data shows that axial polarization gain degradation at tile horizon is so large 

that virtually no amount of scan matching can improve it.   The circumferential 

polarization radiation in the circumferential plane shows approximateh   13 dU hori- 

zon gain reduction for standard equiphase matching of the array,  but matching the 

array at 80°  can increase the horizon gain about 2 dii    while  reducing the zenith 

gain by 2 to 3 dB.    The result of this scan matching procedure is to produce more 

uniform coverage over the hemisphere,  yet it does not greatly   improve arra\ 

efficiency. 

Figure 35 shows the scan data for an array of 313 elements on a cylinder of radius 

11.6,\.   Thegraph indicates that the best scan conditions for this array give  i dH 

loss at zenith,  and a total of 11 dB loss .■( the horizon.    These theoretical data were 

confirmed in a later experimental study b\  Balzano    '   using a similar arrav geom- 

etry.    The predicted bandwidth for the technique is 10 percent. 

138,     Balzano,  Q.   U!',':') Investigation ol the Klement  I'attern in Cvlindi-ical Phased 
Arrays of FirculaTirrTeguides,  .TTTITr^TTrDT^,   Al) T42:-iL'7. 
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A.   LARGE ARRAY ON 
TOP OF FUSELAGE 

Figure 34. Configurations 
for SHF Airborne SATCOM 
Terminal Arrays 

B ARRAY CONFORMAL TO 
SIDE OF FUSELAGE 

C        STREAMLINED FOUR 
FACE "TENT ARRAY" 
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Kigure 35.    Gain vs Scan 
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( '. Under (after Borgiotti 
and Balzano12B) 
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Tiii- low profile ar  ay Subsystem (Figure 36) developed by   flazeltine Coi'pora- 

tion provides hemispherical coverage for :■.:■ airborne satellite communication ter- 

minal,   the SKSAST (Small SHI- /1-:ill-   Airborne SA'l'C C.)W Tex-minall by a combination 

of mechanical r jtation in azimuth and electronic scanning in elevation. 

Kigure .se.     Low  Profile   \rr:i\  fn r .Mechanical ■ EU-ctronic 
üemispheric Scan (coi,rtes>  of A,   Kelly,   Ua/.eltim- Corp. ) 

Since the a i-ra\   is i iii!\   scamird rlect ronit ilh   in elevation,   it uses cmlv a frac- 

tion i f the piiase shifters  refjiiii'etl in   i fulls  phased a I'ray.     It is tile refore niore 

cost-effecti\a' than a fully phased a rra\ . 

The ariM\   f)rovides full duplex uperation KIWV the SHI'   terminal bands of 7. 25 

to  i". 75 CIH/ (receive)   ind   ,A I'O to ii.-10 I; ll/. (t ransmit).     It  consists of 21   rowswhuh 

are indnidu dl\   phased to stei r the beam  i i elevation.     Fach row comprises '.V2 slot.- 

providing a narrow a/imulh beam.    Ke\  features of this design are; 

9       \ diidectric sheet   ibove thi' api rture to provide wide-angle 

impedance mat ching. 
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• Delay progres.sion along the aperture to delay steer the quiescent 

beam to 60° above the horizon.    This results in minimal frequency 

scan losses at the scan extremes (0D and 90°). 

<0     Independent ferrite phase shifters for receive and transmit. 

• Compact low-loss radial power dividers to provide the 

21-way power split. 

• A computer-designated fairing to minimize diffraction loss at 

the horizon. 

Two other configurations using fixed arrays have also been the subject of re- 

cent studies.   Figure 3413 shows a corfonnal microstrip array mounted on the side 

of an aircraft fuselage,   and Figure 34C shows four array faces mounted at the top 

of the aircraft fuselage in a streamlined "tent" configuration.    These two configura- 

tions have application to the satellite communication problem,   and are the subject 

of current developmi nt programs to evaluate their utility.    In both eases,  the array 

is tilted to gam some projection in the vertical dimension.    If the two side arrays 

were tilted 45° from the vertical and could be perfectly matched they would illu- 

minate most of the upper hemisphere with gain within -6 dB of peak except for an 

area where the gain drops to about -7. 5 dB near the cylinder axis.    Additional 

factor's that further reduce this coverage are the loss of the axial polarization near 

the cylinder axis and mutual coupling buildup. 

Adding front and rear faces, perhaps with less gam and a more nearly vertical 

orientation as shown, can provide good pattern coverage with circular polarization 

over the Hemisphere in the "tent" configuration while maintaining a streamlined 

profile.    Detailed pattern calculations for an array of this type have been carried 
139 140 

ou. using geometrical optics     '  following the work of Kouyoumjian and Pathak. 

Figure 37 snows tne computed peak gain for both polarizations using a small tent- 

shaped array mounted at 45° on the top of a large cylinder.    The indicated pattern 

ripples are the result of specular multipath from the cylinder surface,  and the fig- 

ure shows that these do not materially aiter the elevation plane coverage of the array. 

One of the more promising recent innovations in wide angle scanning is the 
141 

Dome antenna. This novel structure uses the vertical projection of the dome to 

achieve increased gain at low angles of elevation.    The basic antenna,  shown in 

Figure 38,  has a passive spherical lens made up of fixed phase shifters,  and a 

139. Mailloux,   R. J. ,   -nd Mavroides,   W.G.   (1979) Hemispherical Coverage of 
Four-faced Aircraft Arrays.   RADC-TR-79-176. NT IS No. AD A07307 9. 

140. Kouyoumjian,   K.G.,  and Pathak,   P. 11.  (1974) A uniform geometrical theory 
of diffraction for an edge in a perfectly conducting surface, Proc.  of the 
IEEE.   62:1448-1461. 

141. Schwartzman,   L.,   and Sta.igcl,  ,J.   (1975) The dome antenna,   Alicrowave 
Journal,   18(No.   10):31-34. 
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conventional planar' phased array.     As shown in Figure 39,  the array steers an 

illuminated spot to various portions of the lens,   and the fixed phase delays of the 

lens are computed so as to convert the array scan directions  9   into a factor K 

times that angle and so to obiain scan in excess of the planar array scan angle. 

Analysis of the dome and phase shifter settings are done by  ray tracing.    The 

array phase shifter settings are1 determined to form the non-linear phase progres- 

sion required to scan the searchlight type beam to various spots on the lens.    Al- 

though the radiated beamwidth varies with scan angle,  the Dome can achieve scanning 

over sectors larger than a hemisphere,   and in fact has achieved scan to ±   120 de- 

grees from zenith.    Steyskal     " gives equations for the gam limits of a given circu- 

lar cylindrical dome based upon allowable scan angles for the feed array,   and shows 

that the ratio of the average gain to the broadside feed array gain is bounded by a 

parameter that depends upon the feed array scan limit. 

SPACIMG    B 

45 TENT ARRAY 
H = 2.5X 
B > 0.4/ 
A = 67.6 

) 
1 

BO 

Figure 37.    Multipath Effects on Four face Array Over 
Cylinder 

142.    Steyskal,  II..   Hassel.  A.,  and Shmoys,  .!.   (1979) On the gain-versus-scan 
trade-offs and the phase gradient synthesis for a cvlindrical dome antenna, 
IEEE Trans. .  AI:'-27;825-831. 
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Figure 38.    The Dome Antenna Array (Courtesy of 
Sperry Corporation) 

e-«s, 

VARIABLE PHASE CONTROLS FEED ARRAY 

Figure 39,    Collimation by Dome Array 

Depending upon speeifie design criteria,  it is possible to select a lens/array 
141 configuration that emphasizes endfire radiation.    Schwartzman and Stängel 

illustrate several possible gain/scan profiles for a dome lens.    One design measured 

at 5. 4 GHz has about 20 dB gain at zenith,   peak gain in excess of 26 dB at 65° from 

zenith,  and 24 dB at the horizon.    These data highlight the possibility of obtaining 

substantial gain at the horizon.    The array feed for this lens has a diameter of 

40 in.,  and so the array broadside directivity is approximately 35 dB.    There is 

substantial penalty associated with the improvement of coverage at 90° and beyond. 
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but the penalty is not nearly as severe as would be incurred for a conventional array 
scanned to endfire. 

4.3     Arrays and Hybrid Scan Antennas for Limited Sector Scanning 

A great many applications require electronic beam scanning over small scan 

sectors, typically ±  7° to 10°.    These applications include fire control systems, 

weapons locators,   air traffic control radars,  microwave landing systems,  and 

synchronous satellite communications antenna.    A major requirement for each is 

the need for high gain coupled with rapid electronic scanning.    Since the cost of a 

large conventional array would be prohibitive for most of these systems, there has 

developed a new class of antenna technology,  called limited scan antennas.    These 

antennas compromise wide angle scan capability for reduced system cost.    Often 
these systems involve other compromises, for they have few controls as compared 

with conventional arrays,  and are limited in the quality of pattern that can be main- 

tained as a function of scan.    Thus sidelobe degration, gain fall off,  and narrow 

bandwidth are also likely consequences of scanning this class of antenna; but with 

all these limitations the cost advantages of limited scan antennas has made them a 

fruitful and growing area of array technology. 

A special class of limited scan antennas is called "hybrid scan" systems and 

consists of an electronically scanned array combined with a radiating aperture, 

which will be referred to as the objective aperture. The hybrid system may also 

include another structure, perhaps a second lens, multiple beam matrix, or sub- 

reflector. Systemo of arrays with mechanically scanned reflectors or lenses are 

excluded from this description. 

A number of research and development programs have investigated antennas 

for limited sector scan,  and have developed guidelines for design and means of 

comparing various antenna types.    Some of the parameters that can be determined 

from the gain and scan sector are the size of the radiating aperture,  the number of 

required control elements,  and the bandwidth.    This section will describe principles 

that determine these system characteristics. 
For any array or hybrid system there is a minimum number of controls re- 

quired for scan over a given scan volume,  and that number is approximately the 

number of beamwidths within the scan volume.    Awareness of this criterion allows 

the designer to optimize various antenna parameters, to minimize system cost or 

the size of the array or final aperture,  or to reduce the radiated sidelobes.    A 

measure of the miaimuir, number of array elements is contained in the definition of 
143 a parameter introduced by Patton        and called "element use factor".    This 

143.   Patton, W.T. (1972) Limited scan arrays, in Phased Array Antennas:   Pro- 
ceedings of the 1970 Phased Array Antenna Syrm?.:332-343. Oliner, A. A. 
and Knittel, G. li.,  luls. ,  Artechllouse,  Inc.,  Ocdham,  Massachusetts. 
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parameter is N/N    .    where N is the actual number of phase shifters in the cont-cl 
nun 

ind N is the minimum number of control elements.    Patton defined this 
mm array, 

minimum for an array scanning in one plane as one of the factors in the expression 

below.    The expression given is for a rectangular array with a rectangular scan 

sector. 

;in0 (1) 

sin 3   1 

sin 9 
(2) 

m (78) 

max 
.11} - -(2) 

and 9 are the maximum scan angles in the two planes measured at 
max ,jj .g^ 

the peak of each beam and 9       and 6 „    are the half-power beamwidths in these 

planes. 

Several authors have given derivations of similar minimum criteria,  notably 
144 145 

Stängel        and Borgiotti. The analysis   given here is intended only to develop 

some insight into the condition and its implications. 

If one considers an aperture in one plane with overall length D and chooses to 

develop a method for synthesizing a desired radiation pattern within the angular 

sector -u < u < u        ,  one can aclaeve that synthesis bv constructing the pattern 
max max 

from a finite sequence of orthogonal beams.    If the array of length. D,  consisting 

of N elements spaced d    apart has its nth clement excited by the coefficient 

-j-r- d    u   n L   A      x    I (79) 

corresponding to ;; point u. in cos 9 space,  the resulting far field pattern is given by 

g.(u) =   N ge(u) 

N u d x 

\T sin 

i A 
TT d 
—2- (u - u ) 

A 1 

(80) 

where g   (u) is the clement pattern. 
o 

This radiation pattern has the special ehareristic that it is one oi an orthogon il 

set ol pencil beams (g.g      ) r 5.     if the inter-beam spacing u   is chosen such that 
i  in im i 

A_ .       J A_ 
D l     N  d 

1 (N-l) 

144. Stängel,   ,1.   (1974) A basic theorem concerning lhe electronii   scanning ra[labili 
lies of antennas,   I RSI Commission VI,  Spring Meeting.   11 ,iune  1 '74, 

145. Borgiotti,  G. V.   (1975) Degrees ol freedom of an antenna scanned m a limited 
sector,   n:i;i; <;-A ! .   International Svnip. -.'Mv  320. 



In addition to orthogonality, the beams have the characteristic that the beam 

with index i has its maximum at u ,  and has zero at any other value u. for i withir 

the set defined above.    Thus it is possible to synthesize a shaped beam pattern 

g(u) =   E g (u ) (82) 

by  matching the  value  of the   ith  beam  to the  desired  pattern  at the  angle  de- 

noted  by  u.  =   sin Ö ..      Since only one beam has a non-zero value for a particular 

choice of i, the synthesis is performed by exactly matching the required pattern at 

N points,   with N constituent beams of the orthogonal set.    This type of synthesis 

was developed by Woodward and Lawson, '       and is described in some detail in a 
147 

number of texts. For an aperture of electrical length D/A,   N beams will fill a 

sector of width (N -  1) X/D in sin 9 space.    A given shaped pattern within this sector 

can thus be matched at N points by N separate controls,  assuming a network that 

can switch between the various beams.    Thus the minimum number of controls re- 

quired to form or scan a beam within the given sector is equal to the number of 

pencil beams within the sector,   which is essentially a restatement of Eq.   (78). 

Another convenient form of \£,q.   (78) that is particularly applicable to arrays of 

large elements or subarrays is derived below. 

The outermost beam of the set has its peak value at: 

N - 1 
_A_ 

2 d 
N ;in 9 (83) 

and the phase progression between elements for this beam is 

A = ;T (1  - ^) . (H!) 

There can be no beam with sin 9 larger than this,  because if there were it would 

have a grating lobe that would be of significant size and would contribute to a loss 

of gain and pattern ambiguity,     liquation (84) also implies a minimum number of 

control elements necessary for an array by stating that the array can be scanned to 

tine  half a beamwidth of the angle of grating lobe onset.    For N large,  the array has 

the scan limit 

146. Woodward,   i'.V\.,  and I .aw ,-,011,  ,1.1).  (1Ü48) The theoretical precision with 
winch an arbitrun,   radiation pattern mas  be obtained fronia source of finite 
size.  .1.   MFE,   'Ss, [)l:;iC^-370. 
  WVW 

147. Hansen,   K. ('.   (1966) Aperture theory,   in Micnmavi- Scanning Antennas, Vol.   1, 
Chap,   i,   i;.r.   Ilanscn,   Kd. ,   \cademic Press,  New York. 



0.5 (1 - -) =   0.5 (85) 

and the minimum number of controls for large N is 

N(d  IX) sin 9 
x max 

UTS" 
(86) 

This equation is equivalent to the condition in a one-dimensional version of Eq.  (7 8) 

upon assuming an approximate beamwidth A/Nd . 

For narrow beams and a rectangular scan sector, the element use ft.ctor can 

be written in the form 

0. 25 A' 
^TT" JZ) min       (d, sinöU'   ) (d., sinflu 

1 max       ^ max 

(87) 

The nature of the contiols implied by the above criterion has not been stated. 

However one could imagine various «orts of switching networks to access ports of 

a network that excites individual orthogonal beams.    The most obvious type of 

limited scan antenna is obtained by simply using oversize antenna elements or sub- 

arrays as shown in Figure 40,   and scanning these „„ f'■'" as possible.    Unfortunately, 

the use of large elements implies the existence of many grating lobes in real space, 

and these may represent significant sidelobe energy unless some action is taken to 
143 148 

suppress the sidelobes.    Patton and Manwwren        have used randomized ele- 
14 9 

ment locations for this purpose and Mailloux        has investigated the use of higher 

order aperture modes for grating lobe cancellation.    Another approach is to attempt 

to synthesize element patterns that approach the "ideal" pattern shape of Figure 40b. 

This pattern shape is chosen to have a constant gain function over the desired scan 

range (the cos 9 factor is neglected because of the scan angle limitation),   and zero 

gain outside of the scan range for grating lobe supprt ssion.    for scan to the maxi- 

mum angle 9 >  0, the nearest grating lobe is at 

sm 0 un 0 

148. Manwarren, '1.1"...  Minuti,  A.M..  and Farrar,  A.  (1975) A large  element 
limited scan anay with randon   grating lobe levels,  IF.KK AP-S Int. 
Symp;321-324. 

149. Mailloux.   K. .1, .  Zahn,  1..,  Martinez,  T. ,  and Forbes, (.;.  (1979) Ürating lob( 
control in limited scan arrays,  IEEE Trans.,   AP-27:79-85. 
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and so the maximum width of the ideal element pattern that still givi 

grating lobe suppression is chosen so that for a very large array 

perfect 

-^ sin Ö = 0. 5 . 
A max (88) 

This condition is identical to Eq.   (85),   although that expression was related to the 

limitations of the set of orthogonal beams. 
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Figure 4U.    Ideal Subarray Pattern for Limited 
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Unfortunately it is not possible to synthesize this ideal element pattern with an 

element of width d  ,   for one can show that the ideal pattern requires an amplitude 

distribution (figure 40C)that extends over a large number of elements,   and has 

the form 

3in (7rx/d  ) x 
ux/d 

One can try to approach synthesis of an ideal element pattern only by building a 

network that connects each input port with a subarray of many elements.    Since this 

is so for each input port the subarrays overlap and can approximate the complex 

distribution of Figure 40C.   The most successful examples of overlapped subarray 
150 synthesis to date have been achieved using space fed subarrays, and will be 

described later in this section and in Section 4. 6,   where thev are referred to as 
150 dual transform systems.    The concept is described in the review article by  Tang 

who addresses mainly the application of overlapped subarrays to broadband scanning 

arrays.    Among the several references to synthesis of overlapped subarray net- 

works, there is a generalized analytical study by Dufort  v    and a specialized devel- 
15 2 opment by Mailloux        of a network for forming an overlapped subarray for over- 

size apertures excited with higher order- modes for limited sector scanning. 

One of the earliest forms of limited scan hybrid systems consists of an array 

used as a transverse feed for a reflector (or lens) antenna.    The array is located 

a distance less than the focal length from the reflector and so the objective serves 

to project the incoming received wavefront onto the array face,   but does not focus 
it at the array.    The system converts the incident wavefront to another nearly 

planar wavefront at the array,  and a tapered array distribution transforms it to a 
more or less equally tapered aperture illumination.   A key feature of such systems 

is that the objective must be large because the scanned array illuminates a spot that 

moves across the main aperture as a function of scan.    Design is usually based upon 

the criterion that the array aperture illumination be the complex conjugate of the 
153 receiveJ field distribution for an incident plane wave (see Assalv and Ricardi 

154 and Winter       ).    This places a minimum limit on the size of the array because the 

usual requirement to scan with phase only requires that the array must be outside 

of the region of nonuniform fields near the focus.    Beginning in the early 1960^, 

the use of such a transverse feed was investigated by a number of authors, and has 

proven to be one of the more effective means of providing limited sector scanning 

of reflector antennas. 

(Due to the number (if references cited above, they will not be listed here. 
See References, p;*Be 115.) 
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154 
Winter        described a flat array feed for a parabola similar to that shown in 

Figure 41A and achieved 7 beamwidths of scan with E-plane sidelobes approximate- 

ly -15 dB relative to the main beam in the E-plane,   and approximately -10 dB in 
155 156 

the H-plane.    A more recent study is described by Tang        and Howell       .    Array 

size,  location,  and approximate phasing are usually computed by geometrical optics. 

Tang gives an equation for the percentage of blockage as a function of reflector 

size,  illuminated diameter scan angle,  and focal length,  and points out that side- 

lobe ratios on the order of -18 dB for a design of this type can be achieved with 

reasonable size reflectors,   but if one insists on sidelobes lower than -20 dB a much 

larger main reflector must be chosen. 

ARRAY END POINT Figure 41A.   Off-Axis Parameters 
of Array-Reflector Limited 
Scan System (Array  Reflector 
Geometry and  Ray Trajectories 
at Scan Limit) 

The relevant geometric constraints are shown in Figure 41A for a symmetrical 

(parabolic) reflector with an array feed of size 2y   .    Two rays cross at the top of 

the array.    The lower ray Lit an incident angle 0"  is  reflected at y ,,  and passes 

tnrough the focus.    The seco.:U ray is incident at an angle 0,  and after reflection 

crosses the first ray path at the array edge.    The condition for determining array 

size iS to choose the array so that it intercepts all the reflected fays that come 

from the active region on the reflector for all up to the maximum scan angle.    The 

figure shows that the illuminated region must be allowed to move,  to fully utilize 

the array for all scan angles.    Choice of a large y    tends to make the arras   smaller 

The resulting array size 2y    is given in terms of the other reflector parameters 

and the given scan angles as 

-Ji =   1 4 K 
■vd ' 

(89) 

IST;    T.tnv,,   V.U.   (II'VO) Applieatioii uf Limited Scm l>e^igii ior the ACll .T R.U'- 1 (i 
Antenna,   '20th Annual I SAF Antenna   Keseareh ami Development  S\mpi>sium. 
I niv.  (if Illinois. 

156.    Howell,  J.M.  (1974) Limited scan  mtennas.  li:i:i:Al'-S.  Int.  S>mp.   Digest. 



where 

Kl = 

c2(ye.e; e      d 
—T— ■i(Ve) 5f) 

2T 

(.V0)yd+fe-i(Vö) '2^e 
(vd 

(90) 

and where 

(y. e) [{i]2"h 9   - y cos 9 ,  g  (y, 9 ) P 1 cos Ö + y sin Ö. 

Figure 41B shows the resulting normalized array size as a function of maximum 

angle 9 for two effective focal length ratios, 

values of the allowable spot motion ratio H = y   /y 

scan angle 9 for two effective focal length ratios,  f/2y , = 0. 5 and 1. 0,  and several 

'd* 

Figure -IIH.   Off-Axis Parameters of Array- 
Reflector Limited Scan System (Normalized 
Array Size vs Scan Angle) 

155 
This result,  equivalent to thai derived by   Tang can be used to estimate re- 

flector and array size and location for a given coverage sector and hence to evaluate 

gain reduction and sidelobes due to blockage,    in addition,   it leads directly to an 

estimate of the element  use factor.     \  reflector scanning   .  rectangular angular 

sector Ö .   ■   9,, radians,  using effective aperture sizes y ,    and y .   and arrav element 

spacings a    and a,, has an element use tutor    Kq.   (78)) of; 



0. 25 

mm 1    2    ' d     * d2      • 
(91) 

For example,  a square  10° scan sector and a square section of a parabola with 

f/2y    =   1 has y   /y     =   0.44 (for K =  1.6),  and with 0. 7 A  array element spacing in 
d " a ■ d 

both planes the resulting element use factor is 3. 28.    The above analysis serves as 

a rough guide to estimate array size and system performance,  and demonstrates 

that single reflector and array hybrid systems require a relatively large array and 

an oversize reflector.    Hence,   if they are designed with on-axis feeds they suffer 

blockage that ultimately limits their sidelobe ratio. 

The need for improved pattern performance has led to offset array structures 

with reduced aperture blockage and lower sidelobes.    Notable among these is the 

Precision Approach Radar antenna of the rPN-19 GCA system shown in Figure1 42. 

l-igure 4 2.    Precision Approach  Uadac   Vntenna  W   'li'\-l;i 
(Courtesy  of liaytheon Curpuration) 
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The antenna has 1.4° azimuth beamwidth and 0. 75°   elevation beamwidth,   and scans 

±9.5 beamwidths in elevation and ±   6. 65 beamwidths in azimuth.    The array uses 

824 phase shifters,  and so has an element use factor of approximately 3. 25.    The 

first sidelobes are at the -20 dB level throughout r  'St of the scan sector,  rising 

to -18 at the limits.    The system operates over a <. ent bandwidth at X-band, 

and has a realized gain of approximately 39 dH at the scan limits.    Since the main 

reflector size is about 3 X  3.8 meters this corz-esponds to an aperture efficiency 

of approximately 30 percent.    The low aperture efficiency is the result of the illu- 

minated spot moving across the oversize reflector as a function of scan. 

Equation (87) also reveals that if one uses an objective lens or reflector for 

magnification,  then the element factor for the feed array itself can still be unity if 

the array elements scan to their limit d/A sin (^ = 0. 5 in both planes.    The maxi- 

mum scan angle of the array example discussed earlier is approximately; 

= tan 
yd (92) 

which is 24.5° for the example previously considered. Assuming a rectangular 

scan sector and rectangular reflector, and 0. 7 A spacing for the array elements, 

the element use factor is computed by Kq. (92) and Kq. (87) to be 2. 98, which is 

relatively close to the exact number evaluated from Eq. (91). This result is ob- 

tained without considering any details of the reflector surface, and is based only 

upon the array scan limits, but it illustrates how dominant a part is played by these 

purely geometric constraints. 

Thus the reflector-array hybrid system needs a relatively large number of 

phase controls because one cannot scan over the extremely wide sector (±  45° for 

0. 7 A array spacing in the example above) to obtain a low element use factor. 

Attempts to scan that wide a range would necessarily mean inefficient use of the 

main objective. 

Further advances with reflectors of this type could result from the use of 

special limited scan array feed techniques designed to have an element use factor 

nearer unity for the narrow scan ranges required to steer a reflector. 

In addition to transverse fed reflector systems,  it is possible to develop ad- 

vanced scanning systems with array fed lens structures.    One such concept has been 

proposed by Schell        and recently implemented by McGahan.   '      The antenna uses 

157. Schell,  A.C.  (1972) A limiteci sector scanning antenna,  1EKK Ci-AP Int.  Symp. 

158. McGahan.   R.  (1975) A lens array limited scan antenna,  lEKL Al'-S,  Int. 
Symp. : 113-1 16. 
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an array disposed around a cylinder to scan a reflector or lens surface that is 

contoured according to an optimum scan condition,   rather than a focusing condition. 

The reflector is then stepped or the lens phase corrected to achieve focusing.    In 

one plane of scan the technique achieves an element use factor of about unity,  while 

using an oversize final aperture to allow motion of the illuminited spot.    Typical 

aperture efficiency is 20-25 percent. 

Figure 43 shows a schematic view of an array-ions implementation of this con- 

cept.    The array element currents are equal in amplitude and have a progressive 

phase given by ^n A6.    The reflector surface (or lens back face) is chosen to trans- 

form this phase variation into a linear wavefront normal to the beam direction. 
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Figure 43.    Scan Corrected 
Lens Antenna (after 
McGahan158) 

In addition to requiring few phase controls,  th's geometry can have very low 

sidelobcs since the amplitude distribution on the array is transferred very simply 

onto the inner' lens surface.    Theoretical results indicate that with perfect phase 

and amplitude control this structure can have sidelobes below -40 dB. 

Most single reflector or lens structures with a phased array feed are simple 

but require a relatively large number' of phase controls and oversize apertures. 

Dual reflector systems have been developed for scanning over' wider angles with 

small, high efficiency primary apertures.    Several of the more significant of these 

studies were conducted by Fitzgerald      " who investigated the scanning 

159. Fitzgerald, \V. D. (197 1) Limited elect ionic scanning with a near field cassegranian 
system, FSD-TR-7 1-27 1, Technical Report 484. Lincoln Laboratory, AD7356(il. 

160. Fitzgerald, W.D. (1972) Limited electronic scanning with a near field gregonan 
system, KSD-TH-7 1-272, Technical Report 486, Lincoln Laboratory. 
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properties of near field Casrfegranian (Figure 44A)and offset  fed Gregorian (Fig- 

ure 44B) conlocal paraboloid configurations.    Both geometries could scan many 

beamwidths with good efficiency b^t the off-axis configuration exhibited better side- 

lobe performance because of reduced blockage, and required fewer phase shifters 

for equivalent scan with an element use factor of about 2. 5.    Optimizing the main 

and subreflcctor contours can improve the scan characteristics of this system and 

reduce the element use factor to about 2. 

44A   NEAR FIELD CASSEGRAIN GEOMETRY 

\      COMMON FOCAL POINT 

©— 

PHASEDARRAY 
FEED 

446 OFFSET FED GREGORIAN GEOMETRY 

APERTURE 

OVERLAPPING 
SUBAPEBTLME 
ILi.UVIINATIONS 

i        PLANF 
-      WAVEFRONT 
/ 

SPHERICAL LENS 

\/ PHASEDARRAY 
v^'FEED PORTS 

A 
B 

SELECTED FOCUSING 
POINT 

««i. SUBARRAYING FEED FOR LIMITED 
SCAN REFLEC'OH 

44D DUAL LENS LIMITED SCAN ANTiNNA 

Figure 44.    Systems for Limited Sector Scanning 

More recent studies have sought to increase the aperture efficiency by allow- 

ing movement of an illuminated zone on a sub-aperture and to decrease element 
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use factors by maximizing the phased array scan.    McNee et al        performed a 

theoretical and experimental study of a limited scan system consisting of a main 

reflector,  a multiple beam forming system,  and a phased array.    Shown schematic- 

ally in Figure 44C, this concept has its earliest roots in the subarraying systems 

to be described in Section 4. 6, but the geometry is very similar to the Gregorian 

sub-reflector aruenna of Fitzgerald.    The element use factor is much smaller than 

that of Fitzgerald because the array is made to scan over a wide angle in accord- 

ance with the principle of Eq.  (91).    The additional scan is possible because the 

feed lens is made very large (approximately 0. 65 the size of the main reflector) 

compared to the sub-reflectors of Fitzgerald (0. 25 to 0. 350) and so the structure 

is considerably more bulky.    Analytical results for a spherical lens feed system 

indicate that a 1° beam can be scanned over a ±   10° sector with sidclobes at 

-20 dB and with an element use factor approximately 1.4. 

iUore recent examples of dual reflector technology relate to satellite antennas 

with limited sector coverage.    Bird et al        describe a dual reflector offset 

Cassegrain system using an array of circular waveguides as a feed.    The array is 

excited in clusters so as to match the complex distributions required for reducing 

cross-polarized components of radiation while maintaining good aperture efficiency. 

This theoretical study addressed the problem of forming individual beams for a 

satellite system with polarization isolation between beams.    Dragone and Gans 

studied several multiple reflector systems for satellite communication including a 

Gregorian arrangement of offset confocal paraboloids with a small phased array, 

and a three-reflector offset system consisting of a paraboloid objective,  a hyper- 

boloid subreflector,  a second paraboloid subreflector,   and an array feed.    The 

three-reflector system was then adapted to use a quasi-optical frequency diplexer 

and so permit two separate array feeds to excite the structure at  12 and 14 GHz. 

These and other new efforts addressing the needs of satellite systems show that 

there remains substantial room for innovative use of array reflector hybrid systems. 

Several dual-lens configurations show promise of providing high quality per- 

formance over limited angular sectors.    The first is the structure shown m Fig- 

ure 44(i,  which was investigated bv Tang and Winter        using a computer simulation. 
The array focuses a small spot on the elliptical rear face of a lens which transfers 
the spot to a region of the focal arc of a final lens with spherical back face.    Side- 

lobes are at approximately tile -16 dB level Un- ±   10' scan.     The aperture efficiency 

is about 60 percent,  the element use factor is  '. 5,  and although the l./l) ratio is at 

least  1.7,   the mam aperture diameter D is small because of its efficient illumina- 

tion.    The intermediate lens is about 0. .  the si/.e of the final lens. 

A recent investigation by Borgiotti    '   included an analytical and numerical 

evaluation of the dual transform antenna system of Figure 45 for one-ilimensional 

(Hue to the large number of references cited above, they will not bo listed here. 
See  Keferenees,  page  115.) 
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limited sector scan.    This system is similar to the completely overlapped sub- 
ISO arraying system described by Tang        but in this case there are no control ele- 

ments in the final aperture.    The number of control elrments used is approximate- 

ly equal to the theoretical minimum.    The system, uses a hybrid matrix and a 

"bootlace" lens with linear outer profile and circular inner profile to perform the 

two spatial transforms required for subarray formauon.    The geometry is also 
16 1 similar to that studied by McNee et al,    '    but with the lens objective instead of 

the reflector.    Borgiotti presents a number of design details to facilitate parameter 

selection. 

EQUAL LENGTH 
LENS 

Zo"50« 
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SUBARRAY  SPACING I    Ann ■ =4-? 

PHASER SETTINGS I      *,„-♦,.( 2i,|n,t j As . , »IQAL 

Figure 45.    Overlapped Subarray Limited Sector Scan Antenna 
(after Borgiotti I65) ' 

figure 4(i shows a typical subarray pattern for the example studied by Bor- 

giotti and the radiation pattern at broadside.    Notice that the near sidelobes are at 

the level given by the array taper and scan condition,  but sidelobes and g rating lobes 
beyond the subarray field of view are substantially suppressed.    This illustrates 

the obvious advantages of SUbarraytOg to suppress the far sidelobes associated with 

phase shifter toier.inees or quantization errors.    The array can thus be scanneil to 

any point within the subarray sector with good radiation characteristics. 
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Figure 46.    Radiation Pattern and Subarrav Pattern (dashed) of Overlapped 
Suba rrav System 

Taken eolleetivelv,  tins class of limited scan system constitutes one of the 

major application areas of phased array activity.   Most of the antenna systems des- 

eribed iiere are not yet compatible with the very low sidelobe requirements of future 

military systems and this remains a key area for future development.    Other re- 

quired developments will include broadband operation!  the use of adaptive feed 

controls for null placement,   and variable sidelobe control of hybrid systems. 

4.4      \M(lt'l»an<l KCIMIS lor IMiaso SiaiimMJ \ir.ivs 

Section 1 described the bandwidth limitation.-, of phase scanned arrays as being 

particularly severe for large arrays.   Conventional subarraying schemes with time 

delay at the subarrav level do remove some of tile bandwidth limitation,   but often 

at the expense of increased system loss ami high peak or average sidelobe levels. 

Two techniques for overcoming this limit; lion are introduced m the following sec- 

tion. 
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4. 4, 1  MULTIPLE BEAM LENS FEEDS 

■\n alternative method of designing phased array antennas which docs not make 

use of vanabie time delay units has been proposed by Kotman and Franchi. 

The concept was first derived as a two-dimensional lens configuration (azimuth scan 

correction only) and later extended to three dimensions (both azimuth and elevation 

scan correction).    The basic idea is to select one of several beams in a wide-angle 

microwave lens antenna which would each be properly focused to point in different 

directions in the absence (or zero setting) of the phase shifters.    Each beam can 

then be scanned about its zero phase shift position by means of the phase shifters 

at each radiating element in the lens,  with a greatly  'nhanccd bandwidvh. 

This concept is illustrated in Figure 47 which shows four feed horns equally 

spaced along the focal arc of a two-dimensional microwave constrained lens. 

Energy from a transmitter can be directed to any one of the horns by means of the 

switching tree.    Each horn,   Ln turn,   will form a beam in a different azimuth direc- 

tion for the zero phase shifter setting.    A typical beam for the Mth horn is sketched 

as the solid curve (Mth beam).    In illumination by the phase shifters, the beam 

scans to either side of its no phase shift position,   as illustrated by the dotted curve 

(phase scanned Mth beam).    The bandwidth limitation imposed by this phase 

scanning is given by Kq.   (27) with 0    the maximum scan angle,  and N the number 

of beam positions (4 for the example m the figure).    The system bandwklth,   given 

below,   is wide because of the limited scan angle. 

Af 0.88 N 
JT " äTrT?r?rrr (93) 

Although the illustration shows a two-dimensional configuration,   Kotman and 

Franchi have also investigated various three-dimensional antenna concepts with 

limited scanning .a one plane and wide angle scanning m the other,    A full three* 

dimensional multiple beam configuration is also possible.    This antenna depends 

upon the quality of focusing achievable with the various beams,  as well as internal 

system ruflections.    in addition to potential low sidelobe behavior it is also possible 

to perform null steering with a system of this type by using available beams as 

sidelobe cancellers,  much as has been done with fixed multiple beam lens systems. 

166.    Kotman,  W. ,  and Franchi,   V.   (1 l>B0) Cylindrical mici-owa\e lens antenna 
wideband scanning application.  Int.  Syinp.   Digest.  IEEE AP-S:SG4-567, 
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iguro 47.    Multiple Hearn Feed for Wideband Arrav (after 
otman and Franchi1"") 

4.4.2      Sl'UAKKAV FEEDS FOR WIDE BANDWIDTH AND 
PATTERN CONTROL 

The various subarraying systems used for limited sector scanning can also he 

used with time delav devices and phase shifters to form high quality time delayed 

subarravs for broadband operation.    In particular the use of dual transform sys- 

tems as broadband array feeds predates       '   '     their use as liiiited scan antennas 

and may yet be their most important applieation.    T .vo-transform scanning an- 

tennas are so called because the applied excitation is subject to two spatial Fourier 

transforms that create the aperture illumination at the face of the phased array. 

Figure 48 shows the basic dual transform configuration.    Antennas of this type 

have signifieant advantages in terms of scanning eha raeteristus,   main aperture 

size, element use factor (arruy size), and sidelobe levels.    The superior sidelobe 

characteristics result from two factors.    First,  the taper imposed upon the arraj 

is translated to the main aperture and so the aperture illumination can be carefully 

controlled.    Second, the action of the .several transforms is to form a subarray at 

the main aperture,   and the subarray radiation pattern provides further Suppression 

167.   Chen, M.IL, MK! Tsat.doulas. (.I.N. (1974) A dual-reflector optical feed for 
wideband phased arravs.   IEEE Trans..   AP>-22:541-54S. 
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of certain sidelobes. In atiilition, two-transfomi systems possess convenient 

properties tliat allow correction for surface tolerance errors in the objective, 

broadbanding, mill steering, and adaptive pattern control at the subarrav levels. 
!70 
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Figure 48.   Overlapped Subarray Feed for Wideband Array 

I'lie basic circuit for a space fed dual transform System IS illustrated in !■ ig- 

ure 48 usmg a ooe-dimensiona] circuiar lens of radius a and fixed tune delays at 

the hvbnd matrix output for subarrav collimation.     This specific implementation 

was proposed by Bokftottl        for the subarraving system that scanned over a limited 

spatial sector (Section 4. ä),   but here the mam arrav has phase shifters to produce 

a phase tilt that scans the subarrav pattern.     The feed is a  Fourier transformer m 

the form of 8 hybrid matrix or multiple beam lens whose purpose is to form a group 

of N equally spaced illumination functions (subarrav illuminations* across the main 

array,    Each function corresponds to one beam of the multiple beam feed and is 

168.   MailUuix,  H. ,i. (1979) Subarraying feeds for lo« sidelobe scanned arrays. 
Int.  Symp.   Digest,  IEEE AP-S:30-33. 

168.   Fante. Et i.. (1980) Systems studs of overlapped subnrrayed scanning antennas. 
IKKK Tru.is.. AP^28:668'679. 

170.    Muilloux,   1{. ,1.   (IS'lin Arrav and subarras  pattern control features of sub- 
arraving feeds,   IKKK Tr.uis. .   AP-29;S38-S44. 
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therefore controlled by an individual feed input port.    The main lens aperture 

illumination function corresponding to the p'th subarray is approximately the far- 

field radiation pattern of the feed array evaluated at the back of the cylindrical lens, 

and hence,  is the Fouric transform of the field array output illumination.    This 

represents the second transform of the system. 

System operation can be understood by realizing that there are two transforms 

within the system and that the resulting far field pattern is the Fourier transform 

of the main aperture illumination, so there are a total of three transforms between 

the input illumination and radiation pattern.    As noted above,  each port at face A 

excites one beam that illuminates face C, and so excites a subarray with maximum 

weighting at the beam peak, but extending across all of face C.    Fach subarray 

overlaps every other.    Phase shifters in face C scan the radiated pattern of all sub- 

arrays.    Because of the dual transforn. relationship, the subarray radiation pattern 

should be the same as the face B illumination apart from appropriate scaling factors 

and diffraction effects. 
One can show that the subarray pattern is essentially zero outside of the angular 

region given by: 

"- S   sin 9 - -A sin I    S a > o o 
(94) 

and that one can select the parameters b and a to suppress the grating lobes of the 

steered array by acting as a scanned angular filter.    The subarrav pattern of Fig- 

ure -i!1 provides this control which is shown as a flat topped sector pattern because 

no tapering is assumed at face li.    Since this pattern is the same as the face- H 

illumination it is possible to place nulls in the subarray pattern or lower the side- 

utbes for all subarrays by changing the Illumination at lace  U.     I'liesc topics are of 

intense current interest because of their possible application to wideband null 

steering and ultra low sidelobe pattern control. 

lime delay units arc used at the subarray input polls and the illunünation is 

tapered across face A to produce a lot)  sidelobe arra>  factor with no beam squint. 

The system bandwidth is thus determined bv the squint of the subarray pattern 

across this fixed time delayed beam, and for a very large array with t'    4 0   the 
C u 

bandwidth, is given approximately by  l/S    where 

S    = ^- sm S 0       > 0 o 
(95) 
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Figur« 49.    Subarray i'uttorn iModification for Interference Suppi-t-ssion 

Dual Iransform systema offer the potential of adaptive or deterministic control 

at either face A or B.   Control at face C is always possible but since there are 

main more elements at face C it is usually thought more convenienl to perform this 

function at \ or H.    \t face A conventional algorithms for adaptive arrays van 

produce mills in the arraj factori   rattern control al face B results in nulled sub- 

array patterns or narrowing the pattern to exclude jammer reception it specific 

locations and frequencies.   For example« Figure 48 Indicates thai If an interfering 

signal radiates at some angle 6   (with B    ■ 9    in this case), and if the interfering 

signal frequeiu v is bounded 'V      .n < A, < A   ^        ttien the interfering signal is  re- 

ceived over .! distributed angular  region of the subanvv   pattern,    .nd indeed over 

proportionally the same distributed region of the feed. The interfering signal can 

be rejected if the subarraj pattern la narrowed to satisfy the condition at the high- 

est system frequency (f        = c/A   .  ) ^        ■     max nun 

lo-, 



a         sin 6 . 
sin u  <    j_ 
A A. nun jmax 

(96) 

This restriction is achieved by narrowing the radiating fart of the subarray 

feed, and such pattern control could be implemented either adaptively or detei- 

mimsticailv.    The adaptive solution might differ in principle from conventional 

algorithms in that the weighting is applied to the subarray feed aperture,   and that 

it could discriminate on the basis of received frequency and location of the received 

signal on the feed aperture.    Since the received signal from any one point in space 

is projected to different areas on the feed surface depending upon the source fre- 

qneney,  then bv discriminating on th» basis of frequency and feed illumination ihe 

t 'chnique can accommodate null placement in the direction of any interfering source 

unless it occupies the same frequency spectrum limits and angular locations as 

the desired source. 

Although overlapped subarray systems do offer a degree of control not avail- 

able with other subarraying systems, the price for including these features In the 
169 

subarray patterns is reduced bandwidth and increased less'      which must be made 

up using amplifiers at the subarray feed radiating face.    One ether factor which 

has not \et been thoroughly explored is that the subar 'ay feed itself must be large 

enough to provide the high degree of control required bv some of these applications, 

i'he number of elements m the feed is important IT determining adaptive nulling 

bandwidth whether the nulling is performed at the input ports (subarraj utput ter- 

minals) or at the output terminals.    These issues and the ultimate limits of pattern 

control With subarray feeds are  Important areas of present  research. 

h.'i     LigMwridri Muiosiiip \tt.i\ rtdhnoiofp 

Section a. 2 describes some of the advances in printed circuit array elements. 

The basic microstnp elements introduced m that section have found use m .i number 

of lightweignt or eonformal arrays.    Of perhaps mere importance is that tins class 

Of elements  leads to xers   meNprusiv   ,i: "av   construction .Old is wllolh   compatible 

with developing monolithic solitj state technology that promises dramatic coiA re- 

ductions within the near future.   Some oi the     ijor developmsnis In seamed micro- 

strip arrays are summarized in this section. 

figure 50 shows an eight-element i Ir« ui  rl> polarized receive array developed 

for alrcrail tests with ^TS-6. i'!ii> I.-band Brraya 0, 16 cm thick, is scanned 

in one plane bj 3-bit switchro line phase shifters,    fhe arraj axial ratio was less 

than 2 <!!'. o/er most beam positions and frequencies.    The development of special 

17i.   s aioi-d. G.G. 11978) Conformal microstrip phased array for aircraft tests 
with M-w.  il.i.i. frans.,   \P2filNo. 5):642-64$. 
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compact elements,   such as the shorted qua tier wave patch,  has  reduced element 

size to the point where even for a two-dimensional array it is possible to keep 
17 2 

elements,  phase shifters,  and feed lines all on one side of the board.    '"   Figure 5] 

shows such an array with  16 elements producing a measured  15. 7 dB gam (com- 

pared to the maximum area gam of  17. 2 dB) at 4.6 GHz,     The beam was scanned 

to 55° in both E and H planes,   \ S\\ R was less than 2 to 1 at all beam positions, 

and gain fell off about 1.6 dB at ±   100 MHz around the design • enter frequency. 

10.   Conformal Array for Aircraft Tests With  \ i>  i 
(after Sanford ' ■ ' i 

One method used to gain sp ce is to separate elements and feed  vitl 

nstru tion,  ui Inj proximity coupled printed ein    I ys. 

item icrost rip dip 

loupled 1 ■   ■    transmission line embedded m 1 

i7J.    Munson,   K..  and Sanford, ü.  (1977) Microstn 
tion.   Intl.   S\niposuiiu Digest. 

.    ! mford i niversity, CaliforniaüZ 

:'  ebm    .  L).  (1979) An electrically small i . 
I'roc.   o! tile WorKsli.ip on I'r-mtcd (. ircuit   \ntenna  leciiivU'. 
N< A  MCMC. stati- ; ;u\ ersit!. 



Separating feed and elementts   dso permits a greater frei dorn in element placement. 

111!'   mtenna shown is a 3.5 /,   X-band monopulse array.    The 24 elements   ire 

distributed in three rings and a separate corporate feed is ased to excite each 

quadrant.    The feed consists of an input three-was  power'divider, followed b\ 

three binan  power dividers.    Measured gain ,vas 19.7 dB,  corresponding *     in 

aperture effrcn ac\    d 77 percent,   ,vhile measured sidelobes   :>■ n.-   ibout -17. n dH. 

: 

mtim m 
COJl 

mmm 
mm mmxmm 

STATIC BUILDUP M/\Y  DAMAi™rri  püiiir.s) 

Mini   iiMii linn   ut 

i|Mi'iMt<Hi'Limmt'iiu'ri''ruT,,<ri''r'iTiiTM'i'u'i'M,i 
oh   obi   oil   oli   ,.oi    o'e    o^S     ^    os    w    <*    m    m~ 

".4 ,. 1. U «a •* ta   I    t   ■•  ■• IS W M M ,   (• M W V M »^f  lfl  -* «S ^ « *        »   lB *,* ^ ^ V *?   '    t .V ^i?^,*' 

l-iLurc 51,   Single Layer Microstrip 1'hased Array,  With 
tülements,  E'hase Shifters,  Bias,  and Keed Lines on One 
Side of Board (after Munson and Sanfordli2) 
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k ̂ '''''■''tlJililiiiiHiiitiliiililiiili!!! liiiilihMil.i 

Figure 52.    A 24-Element.   Proximity  Coupled 
Microstrip Dipole Array (Courtesy of Ball  aero- 
space Co. ^ 

Phase scanned arrays require additional space for diode phase shifters which 

arc often separated from the elements and placed on a separate board.    An arraj 
174 typical       ot this multi-board technique is shown in Figure 53 which depicts the 

construction details of a 2 >   16 element lightweight phased array,  designed to 

operate at 970 MHz and also to serve as a structural fuselage member of a   Remotely 

Piloted Vehicle.    The element spacing is A/2 and a ufliform excitation is provided 

by a  i6-way stripline power divider.    Azimuth scanning of ±  60■, is provided by 

4-bit diode phase shifters.    The array provides a broadside gain of IG..^ dB, 

174.   Vee, .J., and Furlong,  U.  (1979) An extremely lif.'  tweight fuselage integrated 
phased array for airborne applications,   Proc.    '' the Workshop on 1'rinted 
Circuit Antenna Technology, paper 15,  New Mexi *> Str^e University. 
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-13 dB sidelobes and weighs about 11.5 pounds.    The cost and complexity of multi- 

board arrays can be minimized by using subarrays,  in which the array is formed 

of a number of modules as shown in Figure 54.    Each module contains printed 

circuit radiators,  phase shifters, and air stripline power dividers,  all combined 

together as an integral unit without any interconnecting cables or connectors.    For 

example,  phase shifters and duplexing hybrids can be fabricated on an alumina 

ceramic substrate as a single integrated subelerrent in the module.    This technique 

lends itself to high volume production,  reduces fabrication costs, and improves 

reliability.    Subelements can be fabricated on different high-K substrates, thus 

reducing the space required.    Proper selection of material can also aid in phase 

shifter head dissipation. 

CONTROL LINE 
RIBBON CABLE 

POWER LINE l 
RIB80M CABLE' 

PANEL 
HONEYCOMB 
STRUCTURE 

STRIPLINE 5R0UND PLANE 

STRIPLINE DIELECTRIC 

STRIPLINE CIRCUIT ISOLATION PINS 

ETCHED CIRCUIT POWER DIVIDER 

PLATED-THRU HOLE 
ANTENNA GROUND 

RF-" ANTENNA ELEMENT - 

RF ANTENNA 
GROUND PLANE 

r—HONEYCOMB 
STRUCTURE 

RFANTENNA 
CHELECTWC 

-RF ANTENNA 
SUB ASSEMBLY 

Figure 53.    Construction Details of a Multi-Layer Microstrip Phased Array 
(after Vee and Furlong^"*) 
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figure 54.    A 32-Element integrated Subarray Module at S-Band 
Consisting of 32 Disk Radiators,  32 Diode Phase Shifters, and 
1 Air Stripline Power Divider (Courtesy of Hughes Aircraft Co. ) 

Large arrays present special challenges to microstrlp technology, because of 

Ugh feed losses.    As an example of low loss,  large arraj technology,   Figure 55 

shows the SEASAT,   1024 element,   l.-band planar array antenna which was part of 

:   spaceborne imaging radar system used for ocean surveillance.    Producing  i 

resolution of 25 meters, thif was one of the largest antennas flown in space.    The 

antenna neighed 103 kg,  meapured 10.7 '-   2.2 meters and produced a gain of 

34.9 dB with -12.8 dB sidelobes.    The operating frequencj was 1275 MHz,  and the 

radiated peak power was 3000 \\ .    The low loss substrate,  a honeycomb structure 

with 'i measured (      of 1. If provided both the required structural strength and a 

small substrate loss because of the large percentage of voids In the hone- comb. 

Coaxial cabling  was used  in   'arts of the feed network 'O   reduce  losses.     Over.ill 

losses were 2, 3 dB. 

Microstrip arrays are ideally .-ailed to mans applications re |uiring narrow 

bandwidth (a few percent),  low power, and extrem«   light weight or conformality. 

Extension ol multilayer techniques wil' facilitate the synthesis ol nulled and verj 

low sidelobe aperture üluniinations, the required devi lopmenl oi subarray networks 

1 1 I 



for wide band and high power operatiou,   and integration with .solid state transmit- 

receive modules for- increased efficiency.    There is an immediate and continuing 

need for improved,   lower cost,  lightweight array antennas that will continue to 

stimulate development in microstrip arrays throughout the foreseeable future. 

Figure 55.    The SEASAT  Phased   \rr: 
u i m rtcsv i if Ball   Xeruspace Co. ) 

Antenna (1 0, 7 m  ■   2. 2 m) 

:..    CONCH SION 

A  review  paper is a taking of stock,    aid if  is an appropriate time to take stock 

of phased arrays,   for t he number and deg ree of required changes   dual will demand 

all uf today's niosl   idvancod techno!og1   as basis for the technology  of tomorrow. 

Solid state a rra\  modules,   monolithu    irra\   fabric  tion,   digital processing, 

optical fiber techin)logy,    aid a myriad ol   idaptive [)rocesses for arrays   ire .tppar- 

cnt 1\  soon to change   ill but the basic (Tectromagnetii    ispects of arra\   antennas. 

I in.-, rcvievv  has sout;!it to evaluate the electromagnetic bounds to pattern perform- 

ance and to Usl   i variet\  ol techniques developed th; '  will  form   i cornerstont' oi 

di A elopment s to earn'. 

'  ' 



The theory of idealized arrays,  though simple, leads to bounds on array 

characteristics.    Many of the fundamental bounds,  like bandwidth, beamwidth, 

and sidelobe level are well established, but other fundamental characteristics such 

as null depths and cancellation bandwidth can also be derived from this basic 

approach. 

The detailed analysis of array behavior remains a complex subject; it is des- 

cribed by systems of simultaneous integral or integrodifferential equations, 

tractable in the infinite limit or for small number of elements.    The need for such 

detailed analysis is increasing because of the growing number of fundamentally new 

and different array types, the emphasis on small arrays, and arrays with side- 

lobes so low as to be dominated by edge effects.    This paper has sought to empha- 

size analytical methods compatible with such arrays. 

Although there have been vast advances in array development and performance, 

still there are limits to tolerances and dispersion in phase shifters,  power dividers, 
and feeds that set bounds on currently achievable pattern control,  even with tradi- 

tional coaxial and waveguide „omponents.    The use of new transmission lines and 

devices will make high performance even more difficult to achieve.    One example 

is low profile or conformal array technology where it is becoming apparent that 

there are fundamental inconsistencies between the components one can develop for 

such arrays and the requirements for very low sidelobes,  wide bandwidth,  or wide 

band nulls.    A second example is the development of low sidelobe systems with 

amplifiers at each element,  where it will be necessary to maintain good phase and 

amplitude stability,   minimum dispersion,  and in some cases amplitude linearity, 

over an operating bandwidth. 
Finally,  although the survey of available technology for lightweight arrays and 

arrays for limited sector scanning have uncovered a wealth of technology,  most of 

these systems have relatively high sidelobes and will require substantial advances 

before these low cost technologies will support the next generation of radar and 

communication systems. 

After about twenty years of serious development one cannot say that phased 

arrays are in their infancy.    Hut if they are not, they are at least approaching a 

period of tremendous growth and change,  and the technology of the next ten years 

will be very different than that of the last.    Advances in solid state devices,  optical 

techniques,  and digital logic may soon make arrays more affordable,  hut under the 

continuing pressure of military and consumer requirements they will be developed 

in continually larger numbers even if marginally affordable.    Amid tins great change 

in circuitry and technology the basic electromagnetic effects will stjll govern 

system performance and will always be the central issues of array evaluation.    1 

have attempted also to make them the central issues of this review. 
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